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TOP STORY: 2004 SGA ELECTION
IT’S OVER












Charged with irregularities, 
confusion and even conspiracy 
theories, the 2004 Morehouse 
Student Government Association 
(SGA) election, which according 
to some was the institution’s longest 
political process yet, finally came to 
an end.
No official records were made 
available to the Tiger at the time of 
press to verily if this process was, 
in fact, ffie longest, but without a 
doubt, this election season was 
lengthy and got off to a slow start 
The appointment of the elections 
committee chairman, which usually 
occurs in February, was completed 
in March after Spring Break.
Elections Committee Chairman 
Everton Morris ‘04, commented, 
“Normally two to three months are 
given to plan an election; we [the 
elections committee] we’re given 
only two to three weeks...” Morris 
suggested that this discrepancy also 
had an impact on the execution of 
this election. Morris added that the 
shortage of time made the process 
more difficult to manage.
In late March, each presidential 
hopeful was cleared for candidacy. 
Seven individuals placed a bid for 
tiie highest office - a record number, 
according to many current faculty, 
staff and students. On Thursday, 
April 1, the campaigning began. 
Election day was two weeks later cm 
Tuesday, April 13. And results for 




The widespread construction 
taking place in and around the 
Morehouse campus has caused 
more than a few raised bows 
among students, faculty, staff, 
and even members of the West 
End community.
Rumors abound about the 
nature of these construction sites 
and the future they spell for the 
West End community.
Is Morehouse planning to buy 
and take over all the land in the 
West End?
Not exactly.
The college, however, is a 
part of a joint venture aimed 
at revitalizing the West End 
community in the next few 
years, which is the source of all 
of the construction.
Vice President for Campus 
Operations Andre Bertrandmade 
it clear that Morehouse is not in 
full control over the revitalization 
process. “Morehouse does not 
have the final say in anything,
"...The crime rate
has decreased a 
tremendous amount. 
But it [the West End 
crime rate] is still 
nowhere near where 
the community 
needs to be."
Q>) See oil page 2
Dr. Walter E. Massey
President,Morehouse College
whatsoever,” he emphasized. 
“This is a joint effort between 
the college and the community. 
Morehouse is working with the 
community to make it a better, 
and safer place to live. Members





The times they are a- 
changin’.
Broken earth, cracked 
pavement marked for removal, 
boarded storefronts, tin set for 
demolition, all fence me in. 
Everywhere we look, the area 
formerly known as the Atlanta 
University Center is progressing 
somewhere; we hope towards 
tiie future. And even places 
where we do not often bother to 
notice, the Center is restructuring 
its destiny and reorganizing its 
students’ academic lives.
Dissolved on January 1,2004, 
the Atlanta University Center, 
Ine. (AUC, Ine.), which was 
a consortium of Morehouse 
College, Spelman College, the
fateroienominational Theological 
Center, Gaik Atlanta University, 
Morris Brown College and the 
Morehouse School of Medicine, 
placed almost all of its assets into 
an endowment for the Robert W. 
Woodruff Library.
‘The AUC, Inc. owned the 
property where Spelman and 
Morehouse’s parking garages 
are, [fa- example]. All of those 
properties are being sold,” Dr. 
Lawrence Blumer, associate 
professor of biology and chair 
of the Library Advisory Council 
said. “[Although] those sales 
haven’t closed yet, they’ll be 
finalized this summer.
According to Dr. Blumer, 
although Morris Brown College
Please see AUC page4
Please see TOP STORY, page 4 President Bakari Sellers recites the presidential oath at Student Government Association inauguration held last Wednesday.
■ TOP STORY CONTINUED ON PAGE 4: First results overturned, second election held
Sellers emerges victorious in election, 
new administration begins working

















And then there was one.
After an inadvertently long 
election season, maned by voting 
irregularities, overturned results, 
and umpteen runoffs, Bakari 
Sellers has emeiged victorious 
as the 2004D5 president of the 
Morehouse College Student 
Government Association.
At the end of a well executed, 
tiring campaign, Sellers says that 
he is “happy and ready to begin 
doing the tilings that need to be 
done.”
He has certainly hit the 
ground running. Along with
Aubrey Hooper, who emeiged 
victorious in the vice-presidential 
race, Sellers has assembled a 
transition team to get everything 
in place for the SGA to run 
effectively next year.
The team, chaired by Kenneth 
Griffin, has already succeeded 
in creating a set of clear job 
descriptions for positions in the 
SGA, as a means of promoting 
individual accountability, 
measuring the effectiveness 
of various personnel, and 
maintaining a productive chain 
of command in the SGA.
Sellers said that his goal is to 
have as much involvement as
possible from the student body in 
shaping the direction of the SGA 
next year. Already there have 
been 75 applications for various 
positions in the SGA, and Sellers 
said that the process is moving 
along “slowly, but surely.”
Maximum student
representation is certainly a 
top priority in the new Sellers 
administration. A Student 
Advisory board has already 
been put together with the task 
of suggesting programs to 
increase the diversity of student 
representation and enable the
Please see TOP STORY, page 4
Q RECYCLE THE MAROON TIGER
The first thing that 
needs to be done is to 
appoint capable and 
competent students as 
committee chairmen 
and other leadership 
positions in the senate.
Vice-President, Student Government Association
Please visit www.maroontiger.net for breaking news, 






PHOTOJOESEPH CARIOS/STAFFANI) CHRISTIAN NWACMIKWU/STAFF
Corinne Cater, a rising junior at Spelman College lrom Los Angeles, 
California, was crowned Miss Matron & White 2004-05 or Friday, 
April 16. Cherese Gaik was named 1st Attendant and Carmen 
Brower was named 2nd Attendant The College’s new queen and 
her court have pledged to be active members of the Morehouse 
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DIXON RELEASED
PHOTO WILIAM T. MARTIN ROW NEWS-TRIBUNE
Marcus Dixon walks free among a crowd of axious supporters after being released from Floyd County Jail on last Monday.
■College will celebrate 
120 Commencement Exercises
Rev. Charles Adams, senior pastor of the Hartford Memorial Baptist 
Church In Detroit, Michigan, will deliver the Baccalaureate address 
at 3 p.m.on Saturday, May 15,2004, in the Martin Luther King Jr. 
International Chapel. On Sunday, May 16,2004.entertainer,educator 
and philanthropist, Dr. Wllllam"BiH" Cosby, will deliver the 
Commencement address
■ Carnegie Mellon newspaper 
suspended
Publication of The Tartan, the student newspaper of Carnegie Mellon 
University, was suspended after a racially-charged cartoon appeared in 
the paper's April Fool’s edition. Following protests from students and 
faculty, two top editors of the newspaper resigned, citing "fatigue" as 
clouding their editorial judgment on deadline.
ELIJAH EDWARDS
■ Edwards to pursue Compton Mentor 
Fellowship in Chicago
Elijah Edwards'04 will pursue his 
Compton Mentor Fellowship in Chicago, IL, 
to work closely with community 
organizations and young african- 
american men. Edwards plans to Increase 
the participation of black youth in 
community groups and also reintroduce 
black youth to traditional social and 
cultural values.
Further, Edwards will develop a community leadership training 
program, in which, men between the ages of 21 and 30, will be trained 
as team leaders, who will mentor teenagers in cooperation with several 
Chicago-area community groups. The proram will also conduct a study 
of community organizations within low and mixed-income urban 
communities.
Edwards is a native of Chicago and and has been active in the 
Morehouse College Revitalization Taskforce for the past two years.
The Compton Mentor Fellowship was created by the Compton 
Foundation to support community projects that address environmental 
degradation,overpopulation and human rights.
Indivduals selected for the Compton Mentor Fellowship are given 
a $35,000 one-year grant to work with a mentor of the student's choice 
anywhere in the world.
■ Dixon freed by court, the College 
plans to offer athletic scholarship
Rome, GA - - Marcus Dixon, 19, is released from Floyd County 
Jail after the Georgia Supreme Court reversed his aggravated child 
molestation conviction in a 4-3 ruling Monday, May 3.
Dixon, then 17, was convicted of both statutory rape and 
aggravated child molestation stemming from a sexual encounter with 
an underaged schoolmate last year. Dixon, who was sentenced to 
15 years, claimed the act was concensual and appealed to the state 
Supreme Court. Although the statutory rape charge still holds, Dixon 
has spent more than the year in prison required for that crime.
In a majority opinion issued by Chief Justice Norman Fletcher, the 
Supreme Court encouraged the General Assembly to reexamine current 
state law, which mandates a minimum sentence 10-years for certain 
offenses committed by minors.'Tm thankful to be out, I'm thankful 
for all the people who helped me, and I'm glad to be home,"said Dixon.
The Morehouse College Athletic Department plans to offer Dixon 
an opportunity to play football for the 2004-2005 aademic year. How­
ever, no official letter has been sent yet to Dixon and his family.
■ Dunn selected as editor-in-chief 
of Tiger
DIXON'S STORY
•Feb. 10,2003 — Marcus Dixon, 18, has sex with a 
15-year-old girl at a trailer at Pepperell High School.
•Feb. 12,2003 — Dixon is arrested and charged 
with statutory rape and sexual battery.
•Feb. 19,2003 — A rape charge was added. 
•March 6,2003 — Dixon is permanently expelled
from Floyd County Schools after a disciplinary tribunal.
ASHTON DUNN
state and national awards.
On Friday, May 7,2004, Ashton Dunn 
was hired as the editor-in-chief for the 
2004-2005 academic year. A junior English 
major from Orlando, FL, Dunn has been 
an integral part of the Tiger for the past 
two years, most recently serving as the 
executive editor in a year characterized by 
standout design, culminating in multiple
While other key-editors have yet to be chosen from previously- 
received applications, there are several other managerial/editor 
positions available. For more information, visit www.maroontiger.net 
for updates throughout the summer.
■ Morehouse, Spelman seniors 
showcase work at Mason Murer
In addition to their coveted degrees, this year's senior art majors 
from Morehouse and Spelman also received their own exhibition at 
Mason Murer Fine Art. In a space intended to house alternative proj­
ects, the show, entitled"Awliwunahsaeiz" (All I Wanna Say Is), begins 
the gallery's promotion of emerging artists.
The exhibit boasts a range of styles including interior and fashion 
design,advertising and graphic design, painting, photography, 
sculpture, and
installation created by the likes of John Moore, Shade' Akanbi, Dayna 
Hall,Tiffany Peirce,Zoma Wallace, Preston Harrison and Jamie Swift, et 




In light of the worst summer job market for teens since the end 
of WWII, Nintendo is offering a tremendous opportunity for 48 people. 
Eight youths, aged 18 and over, from Atlanta,
Chicago, Dallas, Los Angeles, New York, and Seattle will be selected to 
for an Internship, showcasing Nintendo video games at music, sporting 
and lifestyle events in the six participating cities.
Those interested in vying fora $100 per day 
salary for three days per week, and a potential $40,000 team bonus, 
should be aim to apply by June 5. For more information on spending a 
summer playing video games and getting for it, visit www.nintend- 
ostreetteam.com.
■Thomas awarded Fulbright grant
John Thomas, III,'04, was recently awarded a 
Full Bright grant to research the the evolution of 
Afro-Peruvian, non-governmental organizations 
(NGOs) from 1980 until the present. Thomas will 
spend a year in Peru interviewing government 
personnel and community leaders,and will
JOHN THOMAS COnduct an independent study with university 
scholars, and also research at the National Library and other repositories.
fflUKIISYOF HERMAN CAIN
Mathematician, corporate mogul, politician, keynote 
speaker, author, minister, burger-flipper. Herman Cain 
‘67 is the epitome of a modem-day Renaissance man. 
After receiving a bachelor’s in mathematics from 
Morehouse and a master’s from Purdue University, Cain 
has ceaselessly flaunted his midas-touch in virtually all 
the challenges he’s faced in his almost 40-year career. 
A native Georgian, Cain is the father and grandfather 
of two, respectively. Cain has been married to Gloria 
Etchison since 1968.
Cain has been politically active since the late 
1980s. Elected to the Board of Directors of the National 
Restaurant Association in 1988 and as CEO/president 
in 1996, Cain developed the organization into a pro­
business voice through national debates and speeches
concerning healthcare reform, employment policies and 
taxation. Subsequently, Cain was appointed to serve on 
the Economic Growth and Tax Reform Commission. 
Cain was a senior advisor to the 1996 Dole/Kemp 
presidential campaign.
Cain created a leadership firm and he has authored 
three books on topics ranging from leadership to self- 
empowerment In 2002, he became an Executive 
Lecturer for the Gallup Organization. Currently, Cain 
is a Republican candidate for the United Stales Senate 
representing Georgia
MarcusNewman: Seeingthatyouhaveaccomplishedso 
much in the corporate arena, especially in the restaurant 
industry, what personal or professional experiences have
RTF assembled to oversee West End revitalization
Story continued from page I
of die community let Morehouse know what they need to 
be dare and we work with them to come up with a plan 
to deal with the problem.”
A Revitalization Task Force (RTF), made up of 
various members of the West End community, including 
Morehouse personnel, has been put together to oversee 
the entire effort
The task force also includes personnel from Spelman 
College, the Morehouse School of Medicine, and the 
Atlanta Housing Authority (AHA).
Some of the goals of the RTF are strengthening 
the relationship between Morehouse and neighboring 
communities, local government, and civic organizations; 
building a mutually beneficial relationship with adjacent 
communities that will result in sustained economic 
and social improvement; preparing a neighborhood 
revitalization plan that emphasizes community articulated 
preferences for development and preservation; and 
establishing community-based momentum for driving 
neighborhood revitalization initiatives.
The revitalization process will be carried out in a way 
very similar to what happened to the projects that used to
•March 14,2003 — Dixon is indicted, with a charge 
of aggravated child molestation added.
•April 4,2003 — Bond is denied Dixon in Floyd 
County Superior Court.
•May 15,2003 — Dixon is found guilty of felony 
aggravated child molestation and misdemeanor statutory 
rape. He was acquitted of rape, false imprisonment, sexual 
battery and aggravated assault.
be directly behind Spelman.
Existing infrastructure will be tom down and replaced 
with new housing that will include mixed income homes 
similar to the ones at East Lake Village and Centennial 
Homes (i.e. allowing families of different income levels 
to live in similar style housing units, with those who earn 
more money paying more than those with less income).
Current residents will be able to relocate temporarily 
while the new hones are being built, and will be allowed 
to move into the new complexes once construction has 
been completed.
The West End Community has a population of 
roughly 25,000. Approximately 3,400 of these residents 
are 60 years of age or older. The vast majority of the 
residents are African-Americans with low to moderate 
income.
The current construction being undertaken on 
Lowery Boulevard is scheduled for completion in just 
over a year, while future projects going down towards 
Martin Luther King Boulevard, are planned for the next 
five years.
Morehouse President Walter E. Massey said that 
although the community is “not where we would like it
•May 23,2003 — Dixon is sentenced to 15 years, to 
serve at least 10 behind bars.
•Jan. 22,2004 — Oral arguments heard before the 
Georgia Supreme Court concerning request to overturn 
conviction.
•May 3,2004 — Georgia Supreme Court rules that 
the aggravated child molestation conviction is 





Georgia in the 
US Senate
Cain shares his plans on 
reform and speaks about 
being a black Republican
Interview by Marcus Newman
spawned your interest to pursue one of the congressional 
seats from Georgia?
Herman Cain: 1 think that I have had the best 
experience possible the last 35 years in Corporate America 
Over the years I believe I have gained the distinct ability of 
“problem solving”, which I have observed to be lacking 
in Washington, D.C. From my business experience, I 
have had the pleasure of turning a company around and 
have learned how to both communicate effectively and 
persuade people under a common vision.
Newman: An enormous amount of controversy has
Please see CAIN, page 4
to be, it has improved a great deal within the last eight or 
nine years. The crime rate has decreased a tremendous 
amount But it is still nowhere near where the community 
needs to be.”
President Massy also said that we need to become 
mere involved in community outreach activities to help 
improve the safety and quality of life in the community.
This sentiment was echoed by Gwen Cain, Program 
Manager of the RTF, who said that the revitalization 
process needs more students who are willing to take a 
stand and participate in uplifting the community. There 
are already several student interns working with the 
RTF, “about one for each neighborhood,” but Ms. Cain 
says they need “as many student interns as possible.” 
Interested students can contact the Emma and Joe Adams 
Public Service Institute about becoming involved.
The Revitalization Task Force still has many goals 
to accomplish, but so far all accounts indicate that an 
excellent job is being done, and Morehouse continues 
to work together with the community towards an end 
product that will benefit everyone.
Antoine Casaneve can be reaached at (404)614- 
6041.












Uoyd H. Johnson, II, '04 
James Pendleton,'05
The Maroon Tiger is published weekly during 
the academic year at Morehouse College. Our 
goal is to maintain an independent editorial 
policy. Opinions expressed inlhe Maioon Tiger ¡re 
solely the views of its staff and do not necessarily 
reflect the opinion of Morehouse College,its 
administration, or The Maroon Tiger advisors.
Commentaries solely represent the views of the 
author and are not necessarily the opinion of The 
Maioon Tiger. We believe all advertising to be 
correct but cannot guarantee its accuracy or 
be responsible for its outcome.
The Maroon Tiger welcomes your views on any 
public issue. We routinely edit letters for space and 
Gorrectenors in spelling and punctuation. Letters 
as well as commentaries must be 300 words or less, 
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Dr. Joseph W. McCray 
Broderick McGrady
Johnny Nimes
ASSOCIATE DEAN OF 
STUDENT SERVICES
I ain't bitter...
I'm just trying to 
make a point
Edwards reflects 




No, realty, I didn’t 
want to win.
Honestly, 1 didn’t bank on any 
votes, save for my own. In fact, I’m 
willing to bet that for many of you, this 
is the first you’ve heard of my bid for 
the SG A presidency. I’m by no means 
insulted.
My campaign consisted of some 
well-placed yet crudely-drawn flyers 
and an ill little gathering at my house 
on April 20. Don’t get carried away, 
though; my campaign was by no 
means a joke.
Some students expressed disdain 
fir my candidacy; people were really 
getting bent out of shape over it I 
faced constant inquiries as to why I 
was making a mockeiy of the sacred 
process.
I guess if I was bolder, I would
have mentioned how the pretentious 
and shallow atmosphere surrounding 
the SGA elections is the real joke. 
Since my freshman year, I’ve watched 
a parade of Black people from Greece, 
as well as fraternity interests, and 
general popularity-seekers spout off 
eloquent cliches, empty promises, and 
phrases dripping with self promotion.
Needless to say, the following year 
would often lack the assured luxuries. 
If it wasn’t so funny, it’d be sad.
My reasons for throwing my hat in 
the ring stemmed from my lack of faith 
in this unquestioned system, and my 
desire to infiltrate it on a small level.
There has been a wall erected 
between those who wear suits and 
shout through bullhorns, and those 
whose precious votes they depend 
upon. We should hold the SGA more 
accountable for falling shot on then- 
guarantees.
For unknown reasons, the student 
body has forgotten its own rights. We 
are allowed to speak up when we feel 
fimds have been mishandled, when we 
feel campus activity has vanished, or 
when we have to sign a waiting list to 
get into our own computer lab.
Treat members of the SGA like 
any other assembly of your peers, who 
have borrowed both you and your 
mother’s money. If you don’t see the 
results you want, ask them what has 
been going on. If that fails, join the 
group yourself. The onus is on the 
student to be both aware and active; 
don’t shirk your responsibility.
Finally, as two waning factions 
of the student body (one including 
our outgoing SGA President) come 
to blows over convening party-walk 
lines at maiket friday, sigh to yourself 
and realize you might have to make 
Morehouse better all by yourself.
This is for those 
who know and those 
who taught, who loved
and are loved
Outgoing Editor-In-Chief Christian 
Nwachukwu, Jr., reflects on lessons 
learned over the past four years
CHRISTIAN
NWACHUKWUJR.
This place is 
nothing without 
all of us--all its 
people. Morehouse 
is a world within a 
world. This place 
is charged with 
a kindness,an 
understandings 
mercy,and a beauty 
that if we opened 
ourselves to it 
completely, would 
be unbearable.
They can speak for me.
Masai family legend goes: 
Great Grandfather George Mason set 
out early one morning. He walked. 
Manson leads to Ridgeway leads to 
Norlina leads to Warrenton, adds up to 
20 miles (there are five miles between 
each town, so when a town is crossed 
in a day, the one who logs knows how 
far file slaves have been moved). My 
great grandfather walked to Warrenton 
to purchase the 40 acres that I call hone, 
caught a ride back, and always told his 
children to use that as a lesson to never 
tell anyone your business and to oily 
speak fa yourself.
Family is a sacred thing. It is the 
beginning and end of a bond more 
precious than we know. When I left 
home and traveled south to begin study 
at Morehouse, my uncle told me two 
things: you can only have two, maybe 
three, lifelong friends and you’ll make 
those friends while in college. My 
uncle’s record of giving me sound 
advice would be perfect if he had oily 
left out the first part.
I have gotten sone of the best 
advice of my life, informally, from my 
Morehouse family-up the hill in the
offices and hallways of Nabrit-Mapp- 
McBay, in the Honors Program office, 
in Gloster Hall, on Brown Street, on 
benches under trees, in front of King 
Chapel on lazy afternoons, in the King 
Chapel Library, from the audience a 
while at stage in the Chapel on any 
Sunday, in a dam room, adown the 
hill walking to a professa’s car.
This place is nothing without all of 
us-all its people. Morehouse is a world 
within a world. This place is chaiged 
with a kindness, an understanding, a 
mercy, and a beauty that if we opened 
ourselves to it completely, would be 
unbearable.
Idon’tfeelqualifiedtogive advice. 
Over four years, I have lived in LLC, in 
Perdue Hall and now in Graves. Some 
would say it’s a living arrangement 
come full circle; those who lived in 
Graves would say it’s a dream come 
true.
I was asked by a freshman, in 
Graves Hall, what he should do to be 
successful at Morehouse. I think that 
success at Morehouse is itot much 
different than success anywhere else. I 
told him simply to treat everyone with 
the same respect that he expected from
them, to have a level of respect that he 
showed to everyone without knowing 
anything about them. He smiled and 
looked at me as though I had offered 
him property on fire moon.
People sometimes marvel when 
they say to me that I am a “nice’ ’ person 
a that I “speak to everyone.”
I am always surprised.
God has been good to me-I have 
no choice in the matter.
One night I walked, slowly, 
from La B past Dubois Hall, around 
Douglass, between Hubert and White, 
and up towards Graves. The campus 
was emptying, ushering her sons home. 
This was na completely unlike winter 
break or summer break 2003, except, 
this was my last one. Morehouse can 
only welcome me now, and that is 
bittersweet
I will soon be gone, but, against 
the advice of my great grandfather, 
I do na mind at all if someone says 
something in this place on my behalf. 
When the books are balanced and 
all the transactions accounted, I was 
loved in this place. I was forgiven, I 
was corrected, 1 was instructed. I grew 
and there were those who watched 
and those who encouraged. I hurt and 
there were those who suffered, too. I 
laughed and, always, I had someone to 
. share in the laughter.
I thank the laughers, the fighters, 
the teachers, the stalwarts, and the 
friends. This is fa those who know 
and those who taught, who loved me 
and are loved. You thought the best of 
me and wanted the best fa me. Yai 
had more mercy or me than I knew 
caild exist You were kind when all I 
needed was kindness.
And with me you were yourself 
and you never apologized a made me 
feel indebted fathe privilege. Butlam 
inyourdebt When I am na here and 
you ever care to know anything about 
Christian, ask one of them.
During my time at Morehouse, 
they were everything.
They can speak fa me.
SPECIAL
BRIEFING
The Graves Hall step team, The Arsenal 
of “Grand G-Phi,” won first place in the 
Atlanta University Center freshman dor­
mitory step show. The team’s members 
are Jason Dempsey, Oluwatobi Yerokun, 
Tauren Snow, Ai june Singh, Tarrik Ma- 
bon, John Matthew Boideis, IV, Gregory 
Barrett, and Brian Smith. The coaches 
were Hannibal Scipio, Italo Brown, Brian 
Wallace, and Brandon Eari. The show 
included The Divas of Bumstead Hall 
from Clark Atlanta University: M’Ronald- 
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NEWS
■TOP STORY: Morris accuses 
Freeman, Langston with conspiring 
to undermine student votes
AUC, Inc. dissolved, endowment for library formed
Story contiuedfrom page I 
Sellers ‘05, led all candidates, receiving 
40 percent of the vote. Sellers was just 
shy of winning, needing only a little 
ova- ten percent more to avoid a run­
off with Christopher E Lee ‘05, who 
received 15.9 percent in the general 
election.
Run-off elections were then held, 
and on Friday, April 16, Bakari Sellers 
was announced as the next SGA 
president
However, another election was 
just beginning.
Immediately following the 
announcement that Bakari Sellers had 
won, chief justice of the Honor and 
Conduct Review Board (HCRB), 
Leonard W. Langston, Jr., infomed 
students of a case reviewed by the 
HCRB on the evening of Thursday, 
April 15. The case dealt with an 
election irregularity that influenced a 
unanimous decision by the board to 
overturn the results of the presidential 
race.
Maris had been informed of the 
decision of the HCRB but announced 
the results despite the possibility of a 
new election.
Morris in an interview said, “... I 
had no problems announcing it [Sellers’ 
victory], I experienced flak Horn only 
those who ultimately found themselves 
on the wrong side of history.”
Langston used a large blue and 
beige megaphone to communicate to 
the crowd of students ; he drowned 
their voices with the words: “Bakari 
Sellers is not your SGA president”
The announcement led to 
confusion and even angered a few 
students who very quickly voiced their 
discontent
One student claimed, ‘This is 
[expletive], Leonard.” The student also 
insisted that the HCRB not intervene in 
the election process.
After Langston gained control of 
the crowd he explained that there would 
definitely be a second presidential 
election. He also indicated that a new 
elections conmittee had been selected 
to coiduct the second race.
Such powers are granted to the 
HCRB by Article VII, Section 3, 
Subsection (e) of the Morehouse 
Student Government Association 
Constitutiai, which stales:
“The duties of the Honor and 
Conduct Review Board shall be to 
hear the complete case of alleged
Sellers calls for unity among students
Story contiuedfrom page 1 
SGA to address the concents of all 
segments of the student population, 
including those whose catcems have 
traditionally been overlooked, such 
as transfer students, Islamic students, 
and so or. Julian DeShazier has been 
appointed chairman of this board, and 
he will repot its recommendatiais 
directly to the president Sellers says 
that this is all part of his impetus to give 
the SGA back to the students.
Before that, however, the rising 
senia from Denmark. SC, says that 
his primary agenda going into the Fall 
semester is to wok to bring respect 
back to the SGA, especially among the 
college administration.
‘The sooner we get the ball rolling 
in that direction, the easier our job is 
going to be fa the rest of the year.’ ’
This will involve a number of 
approaches, including using The 
Mamon Tiger and other media 
to ensure that the student body is 
informed about the decisions being 
made on their behalf, and waking on 
a genuine restructuring of the SGA to 
re-establish trust in the SGA leadership. 
Part of the effort will also be focused on 
the Student Senate, of which Aubrey 
Hooper, as vice-president-elect, has 
become the new president
‘ The first thing that needs to be done 
is to appoint capable and carrpetent 
students as conmittee chairmen 
and other leadership positions in 
the senate,” said Hooper. “We don’t 
want people who will represent just 
a club a an organization; we need 
people equipped with knowledge and 
determination, who are prepared to 
wok fa the catcems of the student 
body as a whole.”
Harper noted that such 
determination is definitely a feature of 
the new SGA executive board, saying
election irregularities. If such case is 
justifiable, a new election shall be held. 
A new Sections Committee shall be 
appointed by the Honor and Conduct 
Review Board, and they shall conduct 
new electiats within two weeks of 
the decision. All such cases must be 
presented to the HCRB, in writing 
within five days after the election 
results are announced.' ’
The appeal was submitted by 
presidential candidate, Matthew Van 
Freeman ‘04. who was defeated in 
the general election by a close margin. 
Freeman who received 15.8 percent 
of the vote, was outpaced by Lee who 
received 15.9 percent Lee received 
exactly 103 votes; Freeman received 
101 votes.
Subsequently, Lee joined Sellers 
in the nm-off, which resulted in a 62 
-38 percent defeat
The presidential election was 
carducted using paper ballots as 
opposed to being held online. These 
special arrangements were made due 
to a few complications with the e- 
voting system, TrgerNet A limitation 
to the maximum number of choices 
voters could choose from on TrgerNet 
was the cause.
Morris, knowing that special 
arrangements would need to be 
made fa the ensuing election, then 
submitted a request for an official list 
of enrolled students from the Office of 
the Registrar - ensuring a more secure 
voting process.
The list, however, was not 
received until almost a hour and 
half after the election was scheduled 
to begin on April 13. Delaying the 
start of the election from 11:00 am to 
approximately 12:30 pm.
In an attempt to make up fa 
the delay earlier that afternoon, the 
operation of the polls was extended to 
6:30 p.m., a half-hour later.
The appeal submitted to the 
HCRB cited this irregularity, among 
a few others, and fire election results 
were overturned, based on the fact that 
some students may have been unable 
to vote.
Moris defended the first 
election saying “The shortage of time 
complicated things... these irregularities 
occur in almost every election 
cycle.” Morris added “The process 
was fair and secure.’ ’
When asked why he thought a 
second election was held, he said, “I
that the board is made up “trot of title- 
seekers, but of hard workers, all united 
under a antimon goal.’ ’
Such unity, said Sellers, is definitely 
going to be necessary if next year’s 
SGA administration is to be successful. 
He said that now that elections are 
over, it’s time to start looking towards 
the future.
‘ ‘Now is the time we should all come 
together. Whoever you supported, 
now is the time to come together 
and move forward. A la needs to be 
accomplished at Morehouse in the 
surrounding community, but it can 
only be done with full support”
Fortunately, so far it seems that 
support from tile student body will be 
readily available. The Tiger was able to 
speak with some of the candidates who 
ran unsuccessfully in the presidential 
election, and all of them expressed 
an ardent desire to continue to be of 
service to the college community, either 
as a part of the Sellers administration a 
otherwise.
Matthew Freeman, for example, 
expressed the hope that all of the 
students who ran fa office “remain 
involved and support the new SGA. 
You don't necessarily need a position 
to make a difference. People need to 
be able to put aside their differences; if 
you can’t do that, then your intentions 
probably weren’t pure in the first 
place.” Concerning his own plans for 
tite upcoming school year. Freeman 
said that he would like to be involved 
in the new administration, but that he 
plans to be of service to Morehouse 
regardless.
“If he [Bakari] is interested, I am 
very willing to be involved. At this time 
we haven’t had a chance to talk about 
it yet, though. But it’s na about being 
part of any administration, it’s about 
being able to serve Morehouse. My
think that Vann Freeman and Leonard 
Langston, along with members of the 
HCRB, carspired to subvert the voice 
of the student body... I also think that 
some people were not willing to accept 
defeat”
Langston denied all allegations that 
he and Freeman plotted to overturn the 
results because Freeman did no make 
it to the run-off
Langston explained “... an election 
irregularity was broughtto our attention 
by an appeal. We (the HCRB) accepted 
the appeal and our action was to have a 
new election..."
In an interview, Freeman also 
denied the allegations and commented 
that it was his right to appeal the election 
since irregularities had occurred.
Acting Dean of Student Services 
and advisor to the SGA, David Brice, 
responded to the allegations and said, 
“I trust the chair (Langston), who has 
conducted himself above reproach 
in all the judicial actions. I don’t see 
where he would have an agenda to 
undermine the election.”
However, sane students felt that 
the allegations mentioned by Morris, 
were in fact tree. Senator for the 
International Affairs Society, John 
Thomas ‘04, acknowledged that there 
were irregularities in the presidential 
election, but, because the junia board 
trustee election endured the same delay, 
and was not overturned, he feels that 
the HCRB had some ulteria motives.
Thomas said, “I believe that the 
court wanted to ensure that all students 
could vote... It should have been all 
or nothing though... it made no sense 
to divide the presidential election 
from the junior board trustee election 
because those who didn’t vote in the 
presidential election, didn’t vote in the 
trustee election.”
Thomas placed fault on the 
elections committee fa not postponing 
the general election to another day after 
the list was na received before the polls 
were scheduled to open. Thomas also 
felt that the decision of the HCRB to 
overturn the results was wrong and 
claimed, “He (Leonard Langston) led 
the court down an irresponsible path 
which has set a precedent fa future 
elections to be wrongly overturned.”
Sellers won the second election, 
defeating Stacy Meritt ‘05, who was 
disqualified in the previous {residential 
election. 418 votes to 363 votes.
world ¿s Morehouse, and I will do all I 
can to serve the college.’ ’
Despite the controversy lingering 
over this year’s election, Freeman said 
that one good thing that came out of the 
process was that the student body grew 
stronger and more aware of their rights. 
“It showed an increase in political 
awareness, and a decrease in general 
apathy among the students.”
The figures definitely corroborate 
Freeman’s statement After the result 
of the first presidential election was 
overturned, voter turnout actually 
increased for the second election. 
Almost 900 students voted in the 
second runoff, with Sellers gamering 
418 vaes and Stacy Merritt gamering 
363 votes.
Both Sellers and Hooper agreed 
that the election, while flawed, 
showed that Morehouse students are 
definitely interested in observing the 
political process. “The students sent a 
clear message that they would na be 
disenfranchised," said Hooper. “They 
had to go through a la of steps that 
perhaps shouldn’t otherwise have been 
necessary, but now that we have some 
closure, we can all stand together and 
work in the best interests of the student 
body.”
Sellers added that even though the 
process was a bit lengthy, everyone 
did a good job of working within the 
process. “I gotta give credit to Earl 
[Morris] and the election committee, 
they did a good job. Dean Brice did 
what lie had to do, it’s a student-run 
process, and he let the students run it 
I'm just upset that the student body was 
kept in the dark about what was going 
on, but in the end, they made their 
choice, and I am confident and ready to 
do the job they elected me to do.”
Colin Hosten, ‘04, can he reached at 
(404)614-6041.
Story contiued from page I 
“would be getting a piece of that sale,” 
they owed money to the AUC, Inc. and 
then-potential proceeds will be balanced 
against their debt. Morehouse Schorl 
of Medicine, which has never been a 
part of the Woodruff Library, will be 
paid their potion.
“All the other member institutions 
agreed to put their portion of the 
proceeds back into an endowment for 
the library, which will amount to about 
seven million dollars,” Blunter said. 
“That's very substantial and 1 think its 
a real sign of the commitment that the 
colleges have to making this library a 
first rate institution."
The Robert W. Waxlruff Library, 
constructed in 1982 to serve the entire 
student body of the AUC, is now afully 
independent organization, governed 
by the Library Board of Trustees and 
headed by director Dr. Elaine Sloan.
“We, waking together, have 
instituted a new governance structure,” 
Sloan said. ‘This structure will allow 
us to better manage library resources 
and improve upon our future plans.”
The new governing body, consisting 
of the presidents of the member 
institutions as well as other members 
from the collegiate community, is 
chaired by Dr. Beverly Tatum, president 
of Spelman College. Dr. Sloan, retired 
vice president of Columbia University, 
spoke with President Walter Massey 
about “how important improving the 
library was to [Massey] and his fellow 
colleagues."
‘They wanted to bring in an 
experienced person to facilitate the 
changes here at the library,” Sloan 
said. “With five different directors in a 
span of 10 years, they were also very 
frustrated. After hearing their plight 
and seeing that they were committed to 
change, I accepted the offer.”
Originally the presidents considered 
embedding Woodruff Library in one of 
the member institutions. The blueprint 
that guided themtotheircurrentposition 
was formed by Dr. Billye Frye, retired 
provost of Emory University, and the 
“Billye Frye” Committee.
“No one was satisfied with the way
Story contiued from page 2 
ensued this past year on our campus 
around this whole notion of “African 
American Republicans” and their role 
in the black community. I’m sure that 
you are aware that 90% of African 
Americans voted Demxrat in the last 
presidential election.
That being so, if you could, please 
share with the Morehouse students your 
reasons for choosing the Republican 
Party?
Cain: Well I would first like to say that I 
was at one point a Democrat However, 
firm going back and examining the 
facts I think that the Republican Party is 
more in favor of economic prosperity 
and growth.
Even socially, although the Civil 
Rights Act of 1964 was under the 
administration of Lyndon B. Johnson, 
a Democrat, more Republicans in 
Congress supported the amendment 
than Democrats.
In terms of economics, the war of 
today is the “economic revolution” 
which is na based on race but rather on 
education and knowledge.
And the Republican Party has 
embraced this revolution more so than 
the Democrats.
Again, the major tenet that divides 
Democrats and Republicans is the 
belief that Republicans believe that 
people make better decisions about 
themselves than government Na 
to mention, history shows that lower 
taxes, which Republicans fava, 
stimulate the economy. So remember, 
in this new era prosperity is “a green
On the Record with Ebbon Allen, 1996 -2004
Chirstian Nwachukwu, Jr: What 
has been the most impactful aspect of 
your college career?
Allen: ‘The power of persever­
ance and patience. My sophomore 
year,tragedy came my way...I lost my 
only brotheryny grandfather passed 
away...The two years I sat out, I had to 
help take care of my mother who had 
broken her knee. It was the encourag- 
ment of my mother to keep pressing 
on...”
Nwachukwu, Jr.: Do you have any 
regrets about your decision to study 
English?
Allen: “The English Department has 
produced prestigious scholars... such 
as Sheldon Spike Lee, and Dr. Cason 
Hill. As an English maja, I have a la of 
resouces to choose from in the profes-
the library was functioning,” Blunter 
said. “The presidents [of the member- 
colleges] commissioned a study that 
was led by Dr. Frye and a number of 
other high profile individuals na from 
the AUC to study the library' and make 
recommendations.
“That committee report was very' 
critical of the library functions and was 
used by the presidents to bring about a 
transformation,” Blunter said.
The vision fa that transformation is 
shared by Director Sloan.
“[We want] to be the first choice fa 
air users in their search fa information. 
We know that we are na the first 
choice,” Sloan said. “ Financially we 
spend a little under one million dollars 
[each] year improving our collection. 
We will need to focus considerable 
resources into upping this number if 
we want the quality of our collectiats 
to improve.”
There will be “moderate” increases 
in tite colleges' yearly contributions, 
which are now automatically debited 
payments made directly to the library. 
Clark Atlanta University, because it has 
undergraduate and graduate programs, 
makes the largest contribution; HC 
makes the smallest payment. Also, 
grant money has been brought in 
from private foundations to address 
many of the concerns that fall below 
the radar, such as replacing roofing 
or air conditioning units, according to 
Blunter. The library is also placing 
an emphasis on improving the 
security and improving the external 
environment around the library. I he 
library’s endowment will generate 
almost $400,000 in new funds every 
year.
“That did na exist before,” 
Blunter said. ‘That’s going to create 
opportunities for the library' withait 
resulting in any increase in tuition (fa 
member students). And I think that in 
the future we’re going to see a much 
more proactive, aggressive library staff 
raising funds from the private sector 
and government sources to move us 
forward.”
Dr. Sloan also stressed the 
importance of obtaining outside funds
thing, na a white or black thing.’ ’ 
Newman: / understandthat one of the 
key messages in your platform is less 
government control of health care.
I'm also sure that you are aware that 
this is one of the issues that divides 
many Democrats and Republicans 
and will definitely be a divisive topic in 
the upcoming presidential election.
Thus, in your opinion, explain how 
less government control would lead to 
a better health care system not only in 
Georgia but in the entire US. ?
Cain: Marcus, unfortunately, there is 
no easy answer to this problem.
However, currently Medicare costs 
the government $440 billion to operate. 
One-third of that cost, nearly $150 
billion, is administrative. Plus, in the 
current system you have bureaucrats 
who are constantly checking up on 
other bureaucrats; that amounts to 
numerous tax dollars being spent
Next, imagine if everyone was 
under this system.
The Treasury of the United States 
could na sustain this cost In addition, 
Social Security as we all know is on the 
verge of bankmptcy.
Therefore, I honestly believe that 
govemment-run programs generally 
do na work and more importantly are 
na as efficient
Thus, I will say that the solution to this 
problem will na be easy but what we 
can do is eliminate frivolous law-suits 
that raise the costs of health care and 
take a proactive stance to encourage 
good health as opposed to being 
reactive and waiting until someone
sional field such as education, journal­
ism. law, and communication. To me 
The English Department is as strong as 
any Department on Campus. 
Nwachukwu, Jr.: What would you 
say to freshman who currently feel 
that they are na receiving all that they 
anticipated from their Morehouse edu­
cation?
Allen: Morehouse is a powerful in­
stitution. With time, the campus will 
improve. The best is yet to cone, but 
we have to give the school time. As 
students, we have to appreciate the re­
sources we have, and speak out about 
the resources that we do na have on 
campus.
Nwachuhvu, Jr.: What will you do 
following graduation?
Allen: “[I’ll be attending] the College
to support the library.
“1 believe the philanthropic 
community in Atlanta will be prepared 
to give us matey in support of our 
goals,” Sloan said.
Walter Sessoms is a financial expert 
and served at the board of the AUC, 
Inc. He is now an ex-officio member 
of die Library Board.
“He’s been incredible. He’s made 
the finances so transparent,” Blunter 
said. “The library has a very clear 
understanding of what their budget 
limits are and where their funds are 
coming fiom.”
According to Sloan, she is waking 
to begin the implementation of Project 
First Choice and to set the library 
down the path to becoming a first rate 
institution, but then her wok will be 
done. The library locks to rtot only 
improve their collection and implement 
a new catalogue system in the fall, but 
also to have reference librarians who 
will know the field that the student 
may be researching. Sloan says that 
the new system is ‘ ‘about access fa the 
students."
“I must say that Dr. Massey and the 
otherpresidentsoftheAtlantaUniversity 
Center have been instrumental with the 
work that has been done here so far,” 
Sloan said. “Morehouse, Spelman and 
Claik have committed themselves to 
improving the library. I want to stress 
that this is na about me, this is about 
the institution and ultimately you, the 
students.”
Blunter invites the colleges to 
appoint a student to serve on the Library 
Advisory Council. Morehouse Student 
Government Association President 
Bakari Sellers will appoint a student to 
begin serving in the fall.
“The Library Advisory Council 
is attempting to get some student 
participation in our meetings,” Blunter 
said. “Nothing would please me more 
than to have a student from each of the 
campuses to participate in this.”
Christian Nwachukwu, Jr., ‘04 can 
Ire reached at (404)614-6041.




Newman: Last question, if you are 
elected to the US. Senate, what 
issue are you most concerned with 
addressing and why?
Cain: Without question I would argue 
in fava of eliminating the tax code.
It is overly complex and hinders a 
fluid capitalist society.
It punishes people who work more 
and wok harder.
For example, in a married couple if 
both partners are waking, it taxes them 
twice as much.
Thus, the tax code punishes middle 
class individuals who are waking 
harder to make more money.
The rich are going to be rich 
regardless because of loopholes 
and things of the like, but this policy 
penalizes people who are waking to 
be rich.
In its place, I would enact a 
consumption tax that does na tax what 
you earn but what you spend, and that 
would be how you get the rich to pay 
more taxes.
As a result, this would liberate the 
poor who are not spending as much, 
and that is how you liberate black 
people in general.
In conclusion, the current tax code 
is bad for everyone but even worst 
fa blacks. Frx it, and you make things 
better fa everyone.
Marcus Newman can be reached at 
(404)614-6041.
of New Rochelle in New Yak, (to 
study)
childhood education. My long term 
goal is to open my own Charter High 
School.
Nwachukwu. Jr.: As you transi­
tion fion one stage to the next, what 
would you like to say to both current 
Morehouse students and Morehouse 
Alumni?
Allen: Morehouse students, keep God 
first, keep priorities in oder. You will 
encounter obstacles, but there is noth­
ing too hard for God. To the alumni. 
(Morehouse has) seasoned me to be­
come a man of vala, A man that will 
give back to his communityjamily.. 
I know in the future, that Morehouse 
Men will always lode out fa each 
other. Morehouse College is the best 
college in the worid.
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"The Dallas Cowboys had the 
most disappointing draft, 
trading out of the first round 
... heir most glaring need 
was a running back, but 
gave up the opportunity to 
pick Steven Jackson, the best 
running back available."
For hours and hours, I sat 
by the television. Normally
I don't watch this much 
television, but this day 
was special. It was the day 
football fans have being 
waiting for since the Super 
Bowl. God bless the NFL Draft.
This was the best draft in years. 
The first round was full of instant 
playmakers. It started with Eli Manning 
publicly announcing his disdain with 
playing for the San Diego Chargers. 
They still selected him with the first 
pick, but traded him to his team of 
choice, the New York Giants.
The Detroit Lions increased 
their talent die most of any team, 
selecting wide receiving specimen 
Roy Williams and super-athlete Kevin 
Jones in the first round. The receiving 
caps of Williams and Charles Rogers 
has serious potential. With Arizona 
Cardinals’ selection of Larry Fitzgerald, 
it begs the question which is the best 
receiving cops: Williams and Rogers 
or Fitzgerald and Anquan Boldin? 
Either way, secondaries throughout the 
NFC are going to be gearing up.
This is the exact reason why the 
Washington Redskins selected safety 
and future superstar Sean Taylor with 
the fifth pick Taylor is expected to be 
one of the best safeties in the league 
from day one. The hometown Atlanta 
Falcons selected comerback and return 
specialist DeAngelo Hall, who was 
clocked at tunning a4.15 40-yard dash, 
easily placing him amongst die NFL’s 
elite speedsters.
The Dallas Cowboys had the 
most disappointing draft, trading out 
of the first round in oder to add more 
selections. Their most glaring need 
was a running back but gave up the 
opportunity to pick Steven Jackson, the 
best tunning back available.
A month ago, the defending 
champion New England Patriots 
would’ve selected a running back but 
with their recent acquisition of Corey 
Dillon, they looked elsewhere. They 
selected Vince Wilfork one of the best 
defensive linemen available, and Ben 
Watson from nearby UGA. Taylor 
and Wilfork woe amongst the six 
Miami Hurricanes drafted in the first 
round, a record of first-rounders from 
one school. The previous record was 
five in 2001 by none other than Miami 
with such stars as Jeremy Shockey, 
Clinton Portis and Ed Reed.
The Ohio State Buckeyes had 14 
playas selected in the seven-round 
NFL draft, the most from one school 
since the league adopted the format
II years ago. This number doesn’t 
include Maurice Clarett, who would’ve 
been selected had the Supreme Court 
accepted his court case to allow 
him and other underclassmen who 
graduated from high school less than 
three years ago to go into the draft
The outlook fa- next year looks 
promising. Ben Roethlisberger is 
pressuring an elder veteran. Tommy 
Maddox, in Pittsburgh. Jackson will 
leam from the NFL’s best, Marshall 
Faulk in St Louis. Byron Leftwich 
will have a young, athletic target 
in Reggie Williams to throw to in 
Jacksonville. Tampa Bay and Buffalo 
found replacements fa their long-gone 
wide receivers Keyshawn Johnsar 
and Pealess Price by drafting Michael 
Jenkins and Lee Evans, respectively.
Every team filled in their need or 
added a potential star to their roster. 
This offseason was huge fa a number 
of teams, specifically the Redskins, 
Patriots, and Philadelphia Eagles, who 
picked up Terrell Owens and Jevon 
Kearse. The first game of the year is 
the Pro Football Hall of Fame Game 
in Canton, Ohio between the Redskins 
and the Doiver Broncos, matching 
Champ Bailey and Portis against the 
teams they were trading from.
I’ll be watching.. .will you?
j
Kyle "Scoop” YeldeU is the Sports 
editor. His column will return next 
year. For questions, comments and 
concerns please email "Scoop” at 
kyle_yeldell@maroontigernet.
Tigers exceed expectations but poor defense and injuries 
hinder team's success this season
11n the tournament 
we were picked 
to finish last but 
we finished fifth.
GaryCopeand
center fielder, Maroon Tigers
Student brings hockey to Morehouse, life-long 
player reflects on career in ice sport
Christian Nwadiukwu,Jr.
Click-click click-click-click click 
The stick sings out, like a termite tap 
dancing its skull against foe caverns 
underground. The spectator can barely 
hear the scream of the passing hockey 
player, he communicates to his team 
with audible clicks. The puck placates 
the irate ice, hushing it to calm-it is 
tamed in foe puck’s wake toward the 
goal.
With their helmets, their padded 
arms, elbows, joints, the players are 
ageless, raceless, boundless. Only 
height and reach seem to matter-and 
heart.
Adewole Adamson, a junior 
studying biology and french, has one 
huge heart in his body and takes no 
mercy on his opponents. An ice skater 
since the age of six and a hockey 
playa at age seven, Adamson, who 
is originally from New Yak City but 
spent four years in Canada, is one of the 
few students in foe Atlanta University 
Carter who excel at the ice spot 
Although his parents knew “nothing” 
about hockey, all of the local residents 
in his Montreal suburb played foe 




The Maroon Tigers played the role 
of Cinderella in the SIAC tournament 
two weekends ago, surpassing 
everyone's expectations by going into 
the second day of tournament play. 
Playing double-elimination, the Tigers 
only needed to win one game to avoid 
having to go home after day one. They 
did just that with a strong start against 
Lane College.
During the first inning, each of 
Morehouse’s first six batters scored, 
including a home run effort ftm 
Marquis Bartlett. Ruben Dupree 
provided a commanding performance, 
having pitched the entire game. The 
Ttgers neva gave up 1he lead, as they 
cruised to a 16-8 victory, which assured 
them of advancing to day two of the 
tournament.
Their next outing, however, was 
not as fruitful. Playing against a more 
demanding team in Paine College, 
defensive miscues and lack of 
batting power were enough to undo 
Morehouse in a 12-0 shutout
The second day of the tournament 
saw Morehouse play rival Tuskegee 
in the first game. Playing in a must-
“I literally played it everyday in 
foe backyard,” Adamson said. “My 
best friend was a nut about (hockey)- 
playing videogames, trading cards. It 
was almost suffocating at times.
‘ The most competitive sport in that 
area was ice hockey,” Adamson said. 
“It has to do with foe environment. If 
I was in New Yak I’d probably play 
basketball.”
Adamson competed during foe 
school year fa Molson, a community 
hockey squad of the Atlanta Amateur 
Hockey League sponsored by Molson 
Bea. The team plays twenty games 
during their season and they are based 
in Alpharetta. During foe summer, he 
will compete on a team sponsored by 
Coos Light
Most of his games are attended 
by his girlfriend Kimberly Clark and 
his friend Jason Nicks, a junior at 
Morehouse.
“Drey’re there because I’m good,” 
Adamson said.
Adamson has consistently beenfoe 
leading scorer and led in assists on his 
teams since he’s studied at Morehouse. 
In high school, he set a record by 
scoring seven goals in a single game. 
He says that he plays in a style similar 
to Sergei Federov’s.
win situation, the Maroon Tigers took 
a 3-1 lead heading into the seventh 
inning. Bartlett, the game’s winning 
pitcher, began to tire, losing command 
of his pitches. However, to his relief? 
Bartlett’s exhaustion was counteracted 
by the Morehouse offense, knocking 
in two more runs to extend their lead 
to 5-1.
This was a timely effort as well, as 
the Golden ligers were able to score 
three more runs. Although it was to 
no avail as Morehouse closed the 
doa, and came away with a 5-4 win, 
effectively eliminating Tuskegee from 
further tournament play. “We woe 
voy happy that we beat Tuskegee,” 
said second baseman Aaron Dowell.
The fourth game fa the Tigers had 
them slated against Miles College. 
Starting pitcher Doug Hines pitched 
a great game, but fa not, as foe 
Morehouse defense could not come 
through to assist Miles erased an early 
Morehouse 2-0 lead as they scored foe 
next 14 runs. The loss sent foe Tigers 
packing, bringing this season to an end 
fa Morehouse.
The Tigers finished with a record 
13 wins and 26 losses. They surprised 
most by performing as well as they did.
‘ 1 don’t have a defensive mindset,” 
Adamson said. “I want to score all the 
time and that doesn’t make a good 
defenda. I’m fast and I score a lot”
Adamson, like his teammates, 
financially supports his passion. He 
buys his own equipment at a cost of 
about $600; it costs $400 to play in the 
league.
“An ice slot can cost $200 fa an 
hour and a half,” Adamson said.
Adamson moved from Canada 
to Maryland, where he currently lives. 
While in high school he competed 
for foe Montgomery Blue Devils, an 
elite travel team, of the Montgonery 
Youth Hockey that competed along 
foe east coast, in Canada, Michigan, 
New Yak New England, Sweden, 
Chicago, Texas, California and 
Alaska Montgomery Youth Hockey 
is a subsidiary of foe Capital Beltway 
Hockey League. His team competed 
fa the National Championship in 
2000 held in Houston. Adamson was 
offered scholarships to study at Yale 
and Brown Universities, both Division 
I teams.
‘T miss playing really competitive 
hockey,” Adamson said. “Since I 
didn’t want to make it my career, I 
chose Morehaise.’ ’
“In the tournament we were picked to 
finish last but we finished fifth,” said 
colter fielder Gary Copeland.
Though the team should only be 
pleased with their tournament results, 
this merely proved to be a microcosm 
of the season in its entirety. This year 
was marred by injuries, which the 
Tigers often fought through to get big 
wins ova the top teams in conference.
Outfielda Janet Roby put it best, 
“We started the season with 25 players 
but ended up with 18.”
Although they came up shot in the 
aid, foe Tigers not oily solidified their 
place in the conference, but they served 
notice to their competitors that they 
are building towards a better future. 
“The season was productive, and 
we are headed in the right direction,” 
exclaimed first baseman Chelvis Bell. 
‘The season was a great first step for a 
young baseball team,’ ’ said Dowell.
Next year’s edition of the Tiga 
baseball team will definitely be a force 
to be reckoned with, boasting many 
returning starters, along with a great 
incoming freshman class.
“We can’t wait fornext season when 
we are olda and more experienced,” 
exclaimed Dowell.
Adamson said that he has mixed 
emotions about being ore of the 
few African Americans in a spot 
dominated by whites.
“I’ve always been known as that 
‘black kid,”’Adamson said. “On ore 
had, it’s gotten me recognition, (but) on 
foe other hand, it’s made me a target
“A couple of times (in 12 years) I 
heard racial slurs (once in Canada and 
orcein the U.S.).”
Adamson says that he would like 
to see more African Americans take 
interest in hockey.
“I wish there were other black 
people in the (Atlanta University 
Center) whoplayed hockey,’’Adamson 
said. Tthinkit’lltakeaTrgaWoodsof 
ice hockey fa blacks to want to play.
“I just hope that students will 
become knowledgeable about the 
spot,” Adamson said. “If they get a 
chance to go to a game, they should go 
to are.”
Adamson plans to complete his 
studies at Morehouse and continue 
his education, ultimately becoming 
a developmental biologist He says 
that he will always love ice hockey, 
though.
“Until I die, I’ll always play 
hockey,’ ’ Adamson said.
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ARTSETC.
Wolfgang wins over students, 
Atlanta restaurant redefines 
fast food
SOUNDCHECK
Here I am: Isley meets Bacharach
Christian Nwadiukwu,Jr.
Fast, fortunate, fun. Through the glass 
doors, up to the counter below the lighted 
billboard menu, a short wait (preferably with 
friends so you can share), the meal is brought to 
the table, then you dine. Who’s happy that you 
came: everyone, including you.
Fast: Wolfgang Puck Express is a short step 
from the furious-paced dining that we college 
students often enjoy, to our pleasure or dismay. 
Fast food is not consumed at near the pace that 
we would like it served to us. Often students 
spend more time finding a place to eat their late 
night, or mid-afternoon, “cafeteria break’’ than 
they do actually enjoying the food.
Cut out the treasure hunt The atmosphere 
of Wolfgang Puck Express is comfortable, 
warm, electric. The emphasis on experience 
is pervasive. At the center of the eatery is a 
large hearth-style pizza oven. All around the 
center, chefs stir, move, mix, and style your 
meal in minutes. And then it is delivered. And 
you don’t have to look for a good place to eat 
Restaurant atmosphere with a fast-food dining 
wait equals enjoyment
Fortunate: Looking to eat healthier?
Looking for variety?
Looking to discover a few you can add to 
the “my favorites” column?
Look no further.
Express boasts a menu including soups, 
salads, signature pizzas, sandwiches, Puck’s 
pastas and Wolfgang’s specials. Although 
there are only five “Wolfgang Specials,” the 
restaurant prepares almost a dozen more items
PHOTO CHRtSTON NWACHUKWU. JR
labeled with the “WP’ to designate it as a house 
“specialty.”
The meals are reasonably priced: higher 
than McDonald’s or Wendy’s, but cheaper 
than many Atlanta staples like Maggiano’s. 
The portions are generous (fountain drink 
refills are free), and the taste is well worth the 
fare: fresh, delicious, fulfilling. The Maroon 
Tiger recommends the Smoked Salmon pizza, 
an oven-baked Chicken Aioli sandwich, or 
the Ravioli with Golden Squash Sauce (all 
Wolfgang Puck specialties), a flesh baked 
cherry macadamia nut cookie and a Heineken.
Fun: There’s only so much more Wolfgang 
and his staff can do here. The atmosphere is, 
in a colloquial wad: live. The food is fantastic. 
The service is polite and hip, cool. The rest, 
they leave to you. Gather one to three of your 
best pals, male or female, check to see if their 
appetite is sufficiently whetted, and let the good 
times begin, and begin.
Wolfgang Puck Express is located at 
Brookwood Race, 1745 Peachtree Street You 
can reach the restaurant at (404)815-1500.
Christian Nwachukwu, Jr., can be reached 
at (404)614-6041
Miltonette Craig
The coming together of two musical 
legends (i.e., Michael & Janet or Babyface 
& Madonna) is always a pleasure, and the 
collaborative album by Burt Bacharach and 
Ronald Isley entitled Here I Am: Isley meets 
Bacharach is no exception.
Bacharach holds a distinctive place 
in the composing and songwriting of the 
20th Century. His musical resume includes 
such well-known songs as “I Say a Little 
Prayed’ and “That’s What Friends Are 
For” (performed by Dionne Warwick), 
“Raindrops Keep Fallin’on My Head” (sung 
by BJ. Teonas), “What's New, Pussycat?” 
(performed by Tom Jones), and “On My 
Own” (sung by Patty Labelle and Michael 
McDonald).
In 1997, 1998, and 2002, Bacharach 
made memorable cameo appearances in all 
three of Mike Myers’ Austin Powers films, 
which further cemented his reputation among 
a new generation of tans.
It is well over 50 years into Bacharach’s 
career and more than 30 into Isley’s, and 
both are still going strong. In July 2003, the 
two joined forces and created a masterpiece
Classifieds
"Interested in Political Careers? Learn from professionals. Gain 
organizing experience and help beat Bush through the Democratic 
Campaign Management Program.
Call 1-888-922-1008."
that features Isley’s poignant vocals on 11 of 
Bacharach’s classic compositions, along with 
two new songs.
Here I Am was recorded with a 
magnificent live orchestra, conducted by 
Bacharach. The collaboration is creative, yet 
logical, because it merges two unique styles 
into an exquisite album.
Although Here I Am is a wok of genius 
in its entirety, there are still songs that stand out 
from the rest “In Between the Heartaches” is 
silky, suave, and simply beautiful - it captures 
Isley’s soothing and sensual vocals, while duo 
JS impeccably harmonize with his voice.
‘ ‘Raindrops Keep Failin’ on My Head” ’ is 
amazing and, as said by famous music critic 
Steven Ivory, is one of Here I Am’s defining 
moments.
“A House Is Not a Home” brims 
with passion from beginning to end and is 
definitely up to par with - if not better than 
- Luther Vandross’ rendition of the song, and 
‘ ‘Close to You’ ’ (initially made popular by The 
Carpenters) is wonderfully different from the 
original version because Isley enhanced it 
with much-needed soul and elegance.
Other exceptional tracks on the album 
are “Count on Me”, “Anyone Who Had a 
Heart”, and ‘The Lock of Love”.
Here 1 Am is a compilation that devoted 
Isley fans will cherish and true music 
enthusiasts will adore.
The album’s title track says “Here I am 
and here I’ll always stay”, which beautifully 
and succinctly summarizes that the impact 
both Bacharach and Isley have had on the 
music industry is timeless, and their talents 
will forever be imbedded in music history.
Miltonette Craig can be reached at 
(404)614-4041.
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Has Morehouse gone through you?
Definitely. It’s gone through me like 
diarrhea. It’s still going through me, 
because I have a double major, and one 





What is your greatest memory from 
NSO 2000?
To be honest with you it’s split. On 
spirit night, I really felt brotherhood 
at that moment and Olive Branch for 




What are your feelings on the change 
in the surrounding community over the 
past four years?
My first year, the neighborhood was 
bad to the point I didn’t want to step 
off campus. Seeing all the things 
Morehouse has done, I definitely see the 
progression. I believe it will produce a 
lot of good for the community.
Kevin Peters
Drama
What are your plans for the evening of 
May 17th?
Just to relax with a couple close friends 





Your freshmen year, the incoming 
number of biology majors was greater 
than 100, the graduating class of biology 
majors is less than 30. How do you feel 
about that?
I feel that some students got conned into 
being biology majors and the rest of us, 




What song captures the essence of your 
Morehouse experience?
I don’t know what song. Maybe that 




What do you know now that you wish 
you knew August 30, 2000?
That these four years would go by so 
fast. These four were the greatest years 
of my twenty-one. To underclassmen, 
don’t hesitate to enjoy every moment 
here, take advantage of every 




What is a “Race Man”?
Something I don’t believe in. I subscribe 
to the belief that the ultimate goal should 
be a transcendent plane where the things 
that one stands for should be bigger than 




Story continued from page 8 
confident He seems more relaxed 
on the tracks, and he seems to be very 
comfortable delivering the lyrics with 
precision and volume.
“I believe that I have more 
confidence now,” McIntosh said. 
“You can hear it on the track. I’m real 
modest man, but I’ve been working 
so hard, and I can hear it, so just now 
I’m starting to believe.”
Alter the guest shot into by DJ 
Paul Wall, the album goes right into a 
well used voice overfinm ‘American 
Pimp’ by the great Rosebudd and 
flows smoothly into the smooth 
“In My Blood.” The upbeat, good 
time, riding around with the top 
down feel of “Where I’m From” 
featuring Labworm, follows with 
humorous anecdotes and references 
to J Makk’s native Texas. Bills, Veil
and the skillful DJ Design collaborated 
with J Makk on the track “Watch Your 
Step,” which flows beautifully into the 
powerfully perfonned “Don’t Hate.” 
After a highly complex beat at “Best 
of Man” and a thoughtful and deep 
spoken word rendition by the ultimately 
talented George Peters, J Makk flows 
effortlessly on the ode to women, “Be 
With Me.” Arguably the most thought 
provoking track on the album, ‘ ‘What’s 
Going On’ ’ is an homage to the Marvin 
Gaye classic, and while it mentions 
many timely issues and events, it’s most 
deep lyrics are about William Mayo. J 
Makk’s superior narrative rhyming and 
confidence on the track make it one of 
the most memorable on the album. 
The album rounds out it’s ending with 
“Keep it the Same” featuring Veil and 
“Stay to Tell” featuring Noel firm 
B.O.F.
“No one can put me in a box,” 
McIntosh said. “I rap about anything. 
I come at it firm all angles. Far too 
(often) people think that southern artists 
are only one way, but not me.”
J Makk’s ultimate goal is to get 
a record deal, preferably by Deflam 
South, which would give him the 
opportunity to work with one of his 
favorites-Scarface.
“My Ttme to Shine” is a lyrical 
journey of upbeat rhymes, humor, 
eargasmic beats, and thoughtprovoking 
songs that make it a very well produced 
and performed album. This album 
establishes J Makk as a serious artist 
and is an extremely positive step in the 
right direction towards a strong career 
for him in the music industry. Go out 
and buy it
Continuedfrom page 9 
spot I didn’t mind being the designated 
driver, I rather do that than have to 
witness a body, any day. I will have my 
revenge! The end of junior year came 
and more of these colors, characters, 
and symbols popped up around late 
April. And the same ensuing amnesia 
crept in, for the most part Senior year 
came and the end was in view, fa-most 
If I didn’t graduate this year, at least 
my money was (hello, somebcxly). 
Frequent visits to Gloster Hall crowded 
my daily schedule. I’m still trying to 
find out the correlation with becoming 
a senior, and finally making it into the 
house of the “in-crowd (oh well, I’ll 
ask God when I get there).”
I became an appointed office of the 
organization I love so dearly, while still 
being “the worst singer in the room.” 
I was proud of my accomplishments 
thus far, more so, of my brethren who 
were being “wifed-up.” Fa the life of 
me, I didn’t understand how females, 
particularly firm yonder fortress up the 
street, could act up in years past, but 
get it together (seemingly) senia year. 
I sincerely believe that the estrogenic 
mind is another wonder of the wold
(female psyche, go figure). I was 
already invited to a couple weddings 
after graduation, and then it hit me. 
I am not a boy anymore; I had been 
de veloping into manhood and it finally 
hit me. It is true, and this stuff is real, 
brothers meet their wives in college. I 
was going to become an uncle and/a 
a godfather.
God is something else! Almost all 
of my closest brothers had girlfriends 
and long terni relationships, except 
me. I tried, but things didn’t seem to 
ever get to that point I came close, 
once though, but that dam estrogen 
psyche thing..., nevertheless, I’m still 
praying fa ha (let go, and let God). I 
wondered why nothing was waking. 
It did not make sense until one fateful 
Sunday night upon returning from my 
third Spring Tour with the Glee Club. 
God had confirmed His calling me to 
His ministry! I thought preaching in 
my sleep was a just phase. Ha! (rapid 
eye movement ain’t got nothing or 
me) God got me, and He got me real 
good. I thought I was an Accounting 
maja fa the past four years, now 
what am I supposed to do (I’m still 
waiting on His answer)? With the
semester now closed and an inevitable 
sixteen chapter accounting cycle 
Intermediate Accounting II final exam 
to take, I wonder if my experiences at 
Morehouse were really experiences a 
just a ‘ ‘daze (my favorite movie, by the 
way).” When you leave this beloved 
institution, atop a red clay hill, nestled 
in the southwest potion of a southern 
metropolis, will you have as fond of 
memories as I? Or will you be ore of 
those students who “can’t wait to get 
out of here? ’ Have you let Morehouse 
go through you a just the “eggs” they 
save in the café? It was amazing how 
I found that the rhetoric and doctrine 
forced upon me during NSO was 
actually true and useful, when I finally 
let it be.
As I sit at my computer, it dawns 
on me; there are millions of brothas 
around the country that would very 
much like to be one exam away 
fian being a Morehouse graduate, a 
Morehouse Man. If you don’t want to 
be here, let one ofthem take yoa place, 
no harm, no foul. But remember, when 
I bleed, my blood will be Maroon; if 
you leave, what cola will your blood 
be? Be blessed, because God blesses.
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Story by Lauren Stokes
"What's that say 
on your wrist. 
Spoiled?
Oh, that's cute."
I hear this statement at least once 
a day Iran classmates, professors, 
strangers, and last Sunday my pastor 
even commented on my tattoo as I left 
the church. To me, my tattoo is a fam 
of expression, independence, and a 
way to let the world know that I am not 
ashamed to admit that I am spoiled
People always ask why I chose to 
have that particular wotd engraved on 
my body in that particular area, but my 
response is always the same, “I don’t 
know. It was a spur of the moment 
thing.” This response may sound 
stupid ,but it’s the truth. I have had this 
single tattoo fa the past four years, and





How does one define the 
Morehouse mystique?
Can it be defined as an exclusively 
realized state of mind a delimited as an 
esoteric code of ethics ?
Can the two simple, wads 
“Morehouse mystique” even 
adequately convey the trials of 168 
years of hallowed tradition, or does 
the term merely imply the Morehouse 
man’s inexplicable desire to assimilate 
unnoticeably into corporate (I.E white) 
America?
Because it is ultimately intangible 
and supremely relative, the term 
Morehouse mystique can hardly be 
satisfyingly categorized under anything 
but the most arbitrary standards.
Do 219 century, Morehouse 
students truly buy into the fulsome 
testimonials and clever sayings spoken 
during NSO and Crown Forum, written 
in the student handbook, and pictured so 
beautifully on the Morehouse college 
website? Is there substance behind 
those sonorous phrases and seemingly 
insightful sentences, a is it all merely 
fanciful rhetoric designed to make 
the ordinary seem like the special? 
Undoubtedly, the clever Morehouse 
slogans and proverbs once had their 
niche, in an era when the future of 
Black men was more unpredictable 
and success was far more elusive, but 
are they still applicable today?
When we hear that Morehouse 
holds “an appreciation fa the ideals of 
justice equality, democracy, liberation, 
the humane treatment of people and 
the development of the spiritual self 
and community,” what feelings come 
to mind? Donald Crump, a sophomore 
business marketing maja ‘ ‘Morehouse 
as a whole doesn’t live up to these 
ideals, but there are some individuals 
who live fa these principles.. .you 
don't really hear abart administration
the reaction has always been the same. 
My parents criticize it fa being in such 
a noticeable space readily available for 
interviewers and recruiters to notice, 
but it can always be covered with a 
simple bracelet or watch.
Coming Iran a family of Omega 
men, I grew up watching daddy, 
big brother, and two of my favorite 
basketball players, Michael Joidan and 
Shaquille O’ Neal, with brands on their 
arms and their chests. Maybe that’s 
why getting inked didn’t seem like 
such a big deal.
Whether you’re talking about 
tattoos a brands, there’s a constant 
facte pain! With modem tattoos, a 
needle filled with ink is penetrating 
your skin, carving the design of your 
choice. When the skin is branded, the 
skin is actually burned, the degree of 
the bum depending on how hot the 
branding iron is. If the bum is deep 
enough, the outer layer of skin comes 
ofF and is replaced by scar tissue. If it 
is a first- a second-degree bum, skin
doing community service; community 
service projects were created by 
students who felt the need to serve the 
community.”
Many students feel that the 
Morehouse mystique is most definitely 
still alive, and is embodied by the 
rare students who sacrifice in order to 
achieve the principles most carefully 
refined by those before us; however, 
some argue that if it is indeed the 
students who carry on the legacy of 
Morehouse, then they do so in spite of 
an administration that student Gershon 
Blyden, a native of Miami, Florida, 
and others characterize as “inattentive, 
unresponsive, and just downright 
lazy.”
The lag lines at the registrar’s 
office, the possibility of being dropped 
ffomclasses.thegenerallackofempathy 
shown fa students, the occasional lack 
of ha water, and the meager portions 
served at Chivets, are na simply a 
function of personal opinion subject to 
interpretation, (as are the slogans and 
mantras of Morehouse,) but rather they 
are the immutable facts—unavoidable 
and unvarying rites of passage—that 
are as much a part of the Morehouse 
experience as Crown Forum a Candle 
in the Dark, and as much a part our 
institutional character as air Black 
Enterprise rankings and our three 
Rhode Scholars.
What do we really hear when we 
listen to our esteemed President Massey 
say that his “.. .vision fa Morehouse 
College is that it will be among the 
very finest private liberal arts colleges 
in the world.” Do Morehaise students 
generally believe in his vision of a better 
tomorrow that is ceremoniously bereft 
of our basic infrastructure dilemmas of 
today, a are they simply interpreting 
pleasant fiction intended to divert our 
attention fion the eternal inescapability 
of air present situation (whatever that 
maybe).
doesn’t come off, but you can have a 
blister develop in the area of a brand
With any type of skin alteration, 
there can be nasty complications 
involved With tattoos, there could 
be an allergic reaction to the ink, a 
the metal, there could be bacterial 
infections, a possibility of contracting 
HIV, and bleeding and lacerations. 
With branding there is pain, infection, 
hyper- a hypo-pigmentation, where 
the skin actually changes cola, itching, 
and hypersensitive keloids—raised 
scar tissue that sometimes spreads 
beyond the actual boundaries of tire 
original injury.
Michael Lyles, a 35-year-old 
Washington Child Welfare attorney, 
has studied the historical origins of 
fraternity branding and its relation to 
African scarification practices and says, 
“Burning carries a symbolism that 
crosses many cultures.” Lyles has been 
an Omega since he was seventeen, and 
has brands on his right biceps and over 
his heart
Josh McNair, second-place finisher 
in the 2003 Otis Moss Oratorical 
contest, understands the vision of Dr. 
Massey and sees the light at the end of 
the tunnel: “I feel that Morehouse can 
ascend to be one of the best liberal arts 
colleges, because we have continually 
achieved so much progress with so few 
resources—but we still have a lag, 
lag way to go and a la of change 
must occur.”
Kenny Rochester, sophanore 
MaroonTtgerwide receiver, elaborates: 
“Change is always necessary for 
any institution, and no matter how 
deep the tradition and powerful the 
legacy, tradition must never supplant 
progress.” Many students a campus 
wryly observe that the most difficult 
tradition to break in the name of 
progress is that of complacency and 
inefficiency. Every institution has its 
complacent and inefficient elements 
(just like American society,) so what 
are ours? What, in the opinion of the 
student body, needs to be changed so 
that Dr. Massey’s wonderful (fanciful?) 
vision can be realized?
‘The administration keeps us 
fion attaining any type of change 
a progress,” says Jonathan Posey, 
biology maja from Pensacola, Florida. 
‘ ‘You go into Gloster and you wait and 
wait and wait.. .someone’s office hours 
are 11-3 and they take a 2-hour lunch 
break at 12... My scholarship was na 
placed on my account because it was 
sitting a someone’s desk who didn’t 
want to do work.”
This sentiment begs the question: 
where and when does change even 
begin?
Does it begin from the top-down— 
fion the administratiar. to the teachers 
to the student body ? Or must it begin 
from the Men of Morehouse who 
have developed “disciplined minds 
(by Morehouse college] emphasizing 
the continuing search fa truth as a
“One of the things I guess 
solidified branding as something to 
do is the things that our fraternity is 
based on-manhood, scholarship, etc. 
It seerired to signify the ‘till the day I 
die-ness’ of it all, because supposedly 
you can’t remove it”
Myyuca Sherman, student at 
Howard University and another 
Omega, has three brands that identify 
him as suck He also bears, Iran 
former days, a three-inch, five-point 
star that rides high on his left hip, 
marking his membership in the Black 
Gangster Disciple Nation, a gang in 
his Akron, Ohio hometown.
Sherman staled that his fraternity 
brands were a rite of passage: “This 
was more ritualistic and traditional than 
the juvenile self-mutilation. This brand 
wouldn’t be like it was in a gang. It had 
deeper meaning, more history.”
Duane Frley, a twenty-seven year- 
old fourth-grade teacher in Lanham 
and member of Kappa Alpha Psi 
Fraternity Incorporated, noted wryly 
that, fa sane reason, women seem 
to find his scar compelling. Still, Frley, 
who has a diamond with a K branded 
on the left side of his chest, now 
regrets having it done and considers 
the practice barbaric: “As I got older, 
I started thinking about slavery and 
that sort of thing. I can’t even find the 
wads to describe how ill it was to get 
a hand to identify you as a slave. This 
clearly isn’t for that purpose, but now I 
think people have gotten out of control. 
It’s a big fad now.”
High School math teacher and 
basketball coach Eric Jeter, 31, wears 
three 'Phi Beta Sigma brands that 
initially disgusted, who, like Frley, 
saw a correlation to slavery. Jeter 
says he understood their concern, but 
disagreed, because getting branded for 
a fraternity is a personal choice. “It’s 
not slavery. It’s basically something 
you want done. It’s more of a pride 
thing. You want people to know 
which fraternity you belong to without 
asking. When they see the brand, they 
know.”
They say that tattoos are addictive: 
you get one, and you want more.
Does that apply to Branding too?
“Nut,” a sculpting maja at 
Howard University, wanted a lasting 
way to punctuate his allegiance to his 
fiatemity. Nut has been branded seven 
times fa his seven brothers: three 
are on his back, and four diagonally 
across the left side of his behind: big 
interlocking Qs that seem to dance 
their way to his spine.
liberating force.”
Terrance Platt, a biology/pre-med 
maja from Selma, Alabama, has 
strong feelings along these lines: “The 
’House is successful in challenging 
us to establish a strong work ethic, 
and it is a collective effort to change 
this institution.. .The students must 
come together with the administration 
because, in the end, it is the students 
who desire change, and who are most 
affected.”
But is change possible a even 
plausible fa an institution that has 
purported the same credos since its 
inception?
Could the efficient, functioning 
elements of Morehouse that convey 
these pleasant ideals students hear so 
often be unknowingly maintaining 
the parasitic elements which impede 
our progress. Or are all the principles 
of Morehouse simply universal 
and unwavering—the inalterable, 
supportive force holding together the 
college as a whole?
As students at a college that 
“assumes special responsibility fa 
teaching students about the history 
and culture of Black people,” the 
lessons seemingly extend beyond the 
positive lectures of the classrooms, 
the Crown Forums, and the NSOs to 
the dormitories, the gymnasiums, and 
the administration offices where we 
all bear witness to the triumphs and 
failures of the Morehouse culture.
In the end, maybe the matter is as 
simple as student Aaron Patterson fion 
Chicago, Illinois, puts it “Black people 
have always relied a these quotations, 
and sayings, because at times it seems 
air reality is so bleak that the only thing 
keeping us upright are these principles 
that promise us a better future.. .we 
can’tjudge ourselves by external means 
because our situation is so unique, and 
in the end it doesn’t matter if what we 




The issue of why young African- 
Americans identify with certain types 
of music and songs is interesting. We 
all know that hip-hop is very popular 
right now. The beats and the lyrics 
are indeed catchy. The artists are sexy 
and talented. There is nothing wrong 
about listening and enjoying this kind 
of music.
Especially if it is a song that 
demeans women, talks about owning 
Escalades, and also discusses the 
amount of jewelry the artist owns.
Last time I looked around the 
AUC, especially at the campuses of 
Morehouse College and Spelman 
College, there weren’t too many “true 
bailers’ ’: those riding around in cars and 
wearing jewelry that cost just about as 
much a more that four years to tuition 
money. Let’s be serious. It’s hard to live 
a courvoisier life on Red Bull money. 
So, why is it that we as young African- 
Americans mostly seem to enjoy the 
genres of music that is created by us, 
but does irot identify with the majority 
of us? Why does it seem that many 
of us can’t escape and venture out to 
enjoy other types of music?
Not too many times on campus 
do you hear someone blasting the new 
No Doubt single a do you hear songs 
from Maroon 5 at Market Fridays. As 
a matter of fact, can fifteen students 
be found in the AUC who know who 
Coldplay, Radiohead, or John Mayer 
are a own their CD’s? The hardest 
part may more than likely be finding 
those who actually admit to listening 
to different styles of music besides 
hip-hop and R&B. Geoffrey Reid, a 
Morehouse senia, summarily noted, 
‘ ‘Brothers here or campus have diverse 
musical taste on the low.’ ’
Indeed, it seems that public 
tastes are becoming blinkered in the 
extreme. As I stood in Antioch Baptist 
Church fa the singing of the morning 
hymn one Sunday, I was quite excited 
about the song selection. The song 
selected was “Lift Every Voice and 
Sing.” I suppose I was mostly excited 
because this song is not usually sung 
in church outside of February, and it 
felt great to hear it again. However, 
I would be telling a lie if I stated that 
I was surprised about the number of 
people who did not know the wads to
new rap album
Josephs. Carlos- 
With the release of his fifth CD, 
“My Time to Shine,” J Makk makes 
it official.
After the positive response fion 
mix tapes J Makk Volumes I, II, III 
and the ‘screwed and chopped’ version 
of Volume III, Justin McIntosh (J 
Makk), senia business maja with a 
concentration in marketing, decided to 
cease the jovial nature of his previous 
releases and get mere serious.
“It didn’t really hit me until the 
Campus Tour Invasion with MTV last 
school year,” McIntosh said.
However, at the Campus Tour 
Invasion, J Makk wot the freestyle 
contest, instant AUC acclaim and the 
realization that this was something that 
he really wanted to do.
“Before MTV rapping was 
something that I just did,” McIntosh 
said. “Everybody at Morehouse does 
something, and this is what I did.”
J Makk released his first CD in 
spring 2002.
From the outset, “My Time to 
Shine” has a more professional sound 
and an upbeat productioi quality.
‘This was the first time that 1 
used original music,” McIntosh said. 
“People were telling me that the main 
problem with the other cds was that I 
didn’t have original music.”
He went or to mention that fa 
the first time he “actually sat down 
and wrote out the songs instead of 
freestyling.” In the summer of 2003, J 
Makk worked fa Chase Manhattan.
“I was so bored there that all I 
would do is sit and write,” McIntosh 
said ‘That summer I wrote 135 
lyrics, so when it was time to record, 
all I needed was the beats, I had the 
words.”
While J Makk collaborated with
a song that tells us about the tough road 
we traveled that led us to where we are 
today. The song reminds us what our 
ancestors went through and how we 
should never forget their fight fa our 
freedom. So, when ninety-five percent 
of the congregation took out the book 
full of hymns and read every word to 
the song verbatim, I was not a little 
disheartened.
It would seem that a song full of 
history and pride would be known 
and remembered by many African- 
Americans. It makes sense. On the 
contrary, I bet that I can find a random 
person or the street and he will know 
every wad to “Hey Ya!” or “You 
Don’t Know My Name.”
But what keeps African-American 
youth fion venturing out and even 
feeling embarrassed about the types 
of music they listen to if it is different 
from what the majority listens to? 
Christopher Streety, another senia, 
feels that many stick to listening to 
the same genre of music because “it 
is what they were raised around and 
surrounded by. It is all they know.”
Some feel that what lies at the base 
of this trend is the idea of ‘ ‘acting black.’ ’ 
Reid suggests, “Some feel being black 
is hip-hop. That idea of being black is 
as old as we are.”
Music has been called the 
universal language; but how universal 
is it if certain groups identify only with 
certain genres? When there is “black 
music’ ’ and ‘ ‘white music.’ ’
Music applies to all types of people 
and all types of situations. No matter 
our race, we are still going to fall in 
love, get our hearts broken, a want to 
find something that makes us feel good 
about ourselves. Many want a song 
that talks about what is happening in his 
life. It would seem then that aie type of 
music would not satisfy one’s musical 
needs a that if one really claims to 
“love” music he would embrace mere 
than one type.
What happens, however, is that 
music becomes yet another yardstick 
by which your friends and society 
judge how black or white you are, 
how masculine a feminine you are. 
The italic fact is that what has been 
traditionally considered a unifying 
force has become a powerful divisive 
face in society.
artists such as DJ Paul Waif Labworm, 
Sky Roberts, Bills, the very talented DJ
• Design, Veil, and Noel from B.O.F., he 
met his newest collaborator through a 
connection from his freshman year.
“Van Freeman. It was Van 
Freeman. My homie from Graves 
freshman year told me that he had a 
resident who made beats,” McIntosh 
said. “I call him Golden Child. I ga his 
resident’s CD, and eventually listenec 
to it, and when I did I had to find him 
and work with him.”
The “ Golden Child” is fieshmar 
Ayodele Olatunji.
“He’s the best kept secret in the 
AUC, and the best producer that nc 
ore’s ever heard of,” McIntosh said
After he wrote the lyrics basec 
on real-life situations and covering the 
interests of his core fan base, he set ou 
to make his first commercial-oientec 
album. In December 2003, while a 
home fa Christmas break, he recorder 
three tracks, “Don’t Hate,” “Keep I 
Same” and “Where I’m From.”
One day while driving her son) 
car, McIntosh’s mother heard hi1 
music fa the first time when he lef 
a CD in the player. McIntosh says h< 
was surprised when his mother sai< 
that snot only did she enjoy his music 
but she also believed that his music wa 
something that he should pursue. Witf 
that support from home, he set out afte 
spring break to record the remaining 
tracks on the album.
“I pa this album together in r 
month. We did eleven tracks in threr 
and a half weeks,” McIntosh said 
“And though we did it at a real fas 
pace, I wish I’d have dare it earlier sr 
that I could’ve gotten it ott to everyorn 
earlier.”
Of the obvious changes on thi 
album, J Makk’s flow is much ma
Story continued, page 7
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Morehouse student’s 
joy meets elementary 
students’ needs
Story from page 12
In May of 2001, the Maroon Tiger 
released its inaugural list of its 
freshmen of the year. That year, Edwin 
Troy Causey, Jamille Jones, Lodriguez 
Murray and John Thomas, III were 
chosen. Below is a glimpse of what our 
inaugural class of ‘New Kids’ has done 
since May of 2001.
Christian Nwachukwu, Jr.
Since his freshman year, James 
Archibald, a senior psychology major 
from Columbia, Tennessee, has 
served the Atlanta community and 
epitomized what it means to “give 
back” Archibald has worked countless 
hours as a mentor at Frank L. Stanton 
Elementary School with kindergarten 
teacher Kimberly D. Harper. He started 
his work at the elementary school 
following a recommendation by Dr. 
Cindy Lutenbacher.
“(She) sparked my interest in 
mentoring elementary students,” 
Archibald said “It began as a service 
learning project, but soon became so 
much more.”
Archibald says that the hardest part 
of his job “is the feeling I get when I 
know that I cannot help a child’ ’
“It is not to say that they cannot be 
helped; however, I am just not qualified 
to help them at this point and that hurts 
my feelings,” Archibald said “Itmakes 
it really hard to have one student out of 
15 that has problems, yet at the same 
time you cannot neglect the needs of 
the other 14 children,’ ’ Archibald said
Harper, who began working at 
Stanton in 1992 as a substitute teacher 
and was hired to teach first grade in 
December 1993, stresses to all college 
students how important it is to support 
children and how much of an effect you 
can have on a young child In addition, 
she also staled that James has had an 
enormous impact on the students.
“I would like all college students 
to know that mentoring is very 
important,” Harper said “Come to 
schools, be a big brother or big sister to 
a child impact a student’s life with the 
gifts that a college student has to give.’ ’
According to Harper, there are 
four beneficiaries of quality primary 
education: the students, the parents, the 
teachers and society.
“I benefit because every day is a 
learning experience for me,” Harper 
said “I leam from the students all the 
time and it helps me to be able to be 
a better teacher, to be able to continue 
to be diverse in my teaching creativity. 
[Also], parents share the benefits, 
because they are able to see their 
children reach goals that they have 
always wanted fra their kids.”
“The students benefit, because 
they will be able to successfully move 
on to the next level with all that they 
have learned” Harper said “I always 
tell them to get all that they can, soak 
it up like a sponge and keep it there so 
that they can be their very best “
The biggest beneficiary, according 
to Harper, is society itself.
‘Today, society has made it easy 
fra a ‘no limit’ future,” Harper said 
“These children today have a lot to 
give society because they are smart and 
eager to leam.”
Archibald agrees with Harper that 
there are multiple beneficiaries of his 
service to the school and students.
‘ ‘I believe the students, the teachers, 
and I benefit from this experience,” 
Archibald said “The students are
Morehouse student bids for 
state representative seat
Marcus Newman
On July 20,2004, E. Troy Causey, 
a senior business marketing major at 
Morehouse College, will make a bid 
fra the House of Representative seat 
for the newly drawn District 56. The 
district encompasses Fulton County, 
Georgia and spans all the way south 
from Vine City to portions of midtown 
in tiie north.
This race will not be under the 
usual general election format, but 
rather will be a Democratic primary 
with the winner gaining control of 
the seat since there is no Republican 
opposition. Mr. Causey’s opponent, 
Kathy Ashe, previously served as the 
state representative for District 42 and 
was elected to the Georgia General
introduced to lessons and concepts that 
are not usuallytaughtat the kindeigarten 
level, such as Spanish and zoology. I 
always try to incorporate Spanish into 
the lesson, because it’s important to be 
bilingual.”
The students explained their 
enthusiasm for learning and talked 
excitedly about their futures after 
completing their education.
“I like learning,” Erick Whitaker, a 
student in the class, said “It’s important 
so you can read And one day I want to 
be a policeman, a doctor, a firefighter, 
and a football player.’ ’
“I want to play basketball,” Tanaj 
Anderson said
Harper looked encouragingly at 
Anderson and asked him to tell his 
other interests.
“I want to be an artist some day,” 
Anderson said
Harper smiled
“He’s drawing very well,” Harper 
said ‘ They know I love them and have 
confidence in them to be whateverthey 
want to be.”
Trauneycia Langley expressed 
why she enjoys Harper’s class.
“I like kindergarten,” Langley said 
“It’s fun to leam, because if you don’t 
leam how to read you have to stay in 
kindeigarten.”
Langley says that she would like to 
be a cheerieader someday.
Harper who is “everything” to the 
students when they are in her class, 
stressed the importance of a “family- 
oriented” environment to the learning 
process for children.
“This is the best school in the city 
of Atlanta,” Harper said. “Theteachers 
here work very hard and have always 
treated one another like family. It is 
scientifically proven that when you give 
love, you get it back and that is what 
these teachers have for the children-a 
loving family foundation.”
Harper says that although she 
loves her work, she will one day have 
to leave F. L Stanton Elementary.
“Although I love my school,
Assembly to represent the 46th District 
in June of 1991.
While Mis. Ashe holds the 
advantage with respect to years of 
political experience, Troy Causey, 
young and determined is by no means 
a strangerto service. For instance, while 
Mrs. Ashe has served on the Board 
of Trustees at Agnes Scott College, 
Mr. Causey has served two years on 
the Board of Trustees at Morehouse 
College.
WayneMartin,astaffrepresentative 
from the Committee to Elect Troy 
Causey, commented that “Kathy 
Ashe has served her constituents 
in her district well throughout the 
years, however, with everything new 
leadership brings something unique 
to a district, especially this one that has
1 will not be here always,” Harper 
said. “I have plans to open my own 
Academy of Learning K-5. I would 
like to branch out and create my own 
environment, implementing various 
ways of teaching and learning fra our 
students.
James Archibald or “Mr. 
Gregory” as his students like to refer 
to him, plans to conduct research at 
the National Institute of Deafness and 
Other Communication Disorders 
in Bethesda, MD upon graduation. 
Archibald who plans to teach at the
PHO1D:CHRIST1AN NWACHUKWU JR.'SEFF
Top: Harper and James Archibald,'04, lead students in reciting an interactive poem. From:Students 
practice vocabulary drills in multimedia area.
been yearning for change fra so long.’ ’ 
If and when elected Mr. Causey 
has said that among the many programs 
he would like to implement, one that he 
is most passionate about is the creation 
of a District 56 Advisory Board This 
board would be made up of high 
school teachers, college professors, 
community and business leaders, 
and pastors from the community that 
would come together monthly and 
discuss the problems and concerns of 
the district as well as feasible solutions
to these problems.
Troy also replied ‘ ‘Another reason
I’m running for state representative is 
because zip code 30314has the highest 
incidence of HI V/AIDS in all of Fulton 
County and I intend to do something 
about it”
elementary level “someday,” plans to 
ultimately study fra a doctoral degree in 
speech pathology. He urges all students 
at Morehouse, as well as all African 
Americans, to continue to serve their 
community through mentoring and 
education.
Wads to live by: “Nothing gives 
you a truer sense of accomplishment 
than when you know that you have 
made a difference in a child’s life,” 
claims Archibald
Marcus Newman contributed to 
this story.
Recently, Troy Causey has gained 
a great deal of momentum with 
endorsements from highly respected 
individuals in the political arena 
such as Senator Vincent Fad, four 
term Senator firm the 39"’ District 
of Georgia, and Derrick Boazman, 
Atlanta City Council membra from 
District 12. Also, Andrew Young, 
Ambassador to the United Nations 
under the Carter administration and 
former Mayra of Atlanta said that he 
would support Troy Causey as well 
Kathy Ashe. In his own words, ‘Troy 
you remind so much of myself when I 
first ran, you might even lose, but you 
must run you have nothing lose and so 
much to gain.”
Marcus Newman can be reached 
at (404)614-6011.
JONES
Jamille Jones has personified the rich and diverse leadership that comes from the 
Class of ‘04. This framer class president, NSO director, SGA Community Ser­
vice Director, SGA Presidential Adviser, New Jersey Turnpike President, SGA 
Chief of Staff has created such memorable events as Meeting of the Minds and 
Politically Incorrect A chapter founder Trger VI/Ma’at Chapter of the Groove Phi 
Groove Social Fellowship Incorporated, he has also been at the forefront of all 
major activist protests rat and around campus since his Freshman year.
MURRAY
Lodriguez Murray held the positions of Planning & Programming Director, 
Homecoming Director, SGA Treasurer and SGA President, and all while being 
under the age of 21. A member of Board of Directors of the ‘Grand’ Pi Chapter 
of Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity, Incorporated, he was the youngest person to ever 
direct a homecoming at age 19 and he won the SGA presidency with the most 
percentage in history, 87%.
CAUSEY
Edwin Troy Causey is among a handful of students who have had the opportu­
nity to have served their College as Trustees. Serving as a student trustee, from 
2001-2003, he also served as class senator his freshman year. A member of the 
Alpha Rho Chapter of Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, I ncorporated he served as his 
chapter’s president and was the Assistant Southern Regional Vice President of 
his fraternity, he also oversaw a massive voter registration drive and is currently 
the Democratic candidate for Georgia State Representative from Morehouse’s 
district
THOMAS
John Thomas, HI has done quite a lot since we took his picture in May of2001. 
He’s studied abroad fra a year, been named to Omicron Delta Kappa Leader­
ship Honor Society as well as Phi Beta Kappa, he’s been a stalwart in the student 
senate and to top it all off, Morehouse College has never won a Honda Campus 
All-Star Challenge National Championship that he hasn’t participated in, and 
he’s been to three. And this past week, he was named a Fulbright Scholar, 
Morehouse’s first in ten years.
06879340Voices in
have had elsewhere; Achievement 
Summit in Dublin, Ireland (getting 
to mb elbows with the likes of Bill 
Clinton, James Ear! Jones, and Bono); 
literature conferences in the Bahamas 
and Daytona Beach; leadership 
conference in DC. Yeah, dray, all that’s 
fine and dandy (I’m starting to have 
a conversation with the rogue voice 
now), but can it overshadow four years 
ofhavingtodeal with rude, incompetent 
administrative staff who act like you’re 
bothering them every time you go to 
their offices? (I’m not going to name 
names, but rally because there are too 
many of them to name).
Hmm? How about that? Ha! 
That’ll teach voices in my head to 
speak out of turn. But then the voice 
cranes back with a counter. True, sone 
staff members act like they should be 
taking otdeis at Popeye’s rather than 
waking at an institution of higher 
learning, it says, but think about the 
first-rate faculty you’ve enjoyed in your 
classes here. Highly accomplished men 
and women, veritable titans in their 
respective fields, personally interested 
in seeing you fulfill your potential fra 
success.
And then it starts time to name 
names. Think about the likes of Dr. 
Rahming, Dr. Stephens, Dr. Rayboum, 
Dr. Miles, Dr. Zatlin, Dr. Jackson, 
Dr. Dinges, Prof. Richardson, Ftof. 
Stewart, Dr. Pogal. Prof. Williams- 
Jones.. .think about the superlative 
education you received in (and outside) 
the classrooms of such exceptional 
faculty members. Aaighh! Damn that 
voice! It’s right, of course. But no, I’m 
not going to give up that easily.
Sure, Morehouse has excellent 
faculty, but does that make up fra the 
shoddy service and infrastructure we 
must suffer here? I know you know 
what I’m talking about... inconsistent 
hot water service, internet connection 
going down every other day, air 
conditioning that gives heat in the 
summer and cold in the winter, lack 
of a 24-hour library, lack of waking 
office facilities (copy machines,
Continued on page 10 
“Can I get a ride to....?” Needless to 
say, I had my brother’s back. The end 
of sophomore year came and familiar 
faces were now familiar faces with 
these weird characters, colas, and 
symbols across their chest These same 
colors and symbols, I admit, woe doing 
sone good around the community, so I 
decided to look into one of these ‘ ‘color 
and characters” clubs. It’s amazing, 
yet monumental, what four guys can 
do on a stormy night in the nation’s 
capital (you’ll catch that on the way 
hone). Sane of these faces somehow 
developed amnesia. How easily they 
forgot the graciousness bestowed
faxes etc.), feeling like you’re taking 
a gamble every time you put money 
into a washing machine or dryer... stuff 
like that And let’s not forget Archer 
Hall, opening and closing its facilities 
almost on a whim (anyone ever try 
to use the swimming pool?), kicking 
the newspaper staff out when we’re 
trying to finish an issue. Ha! That’s 
the clincher! The voice can’t possibly 
have anything to say against that... or 
can it?
Once again, 1 hear its familiar 
rumbling. Alright, it says, there are 
some (ahem! I interject).. .dray, many 
aspects of the campus infrastructure 
that could use improvement, but has 
that really affected your wellbeing? It 
hasn’t stepped you from forging strong 
boids with your brothers in the dams, 
friendships that will go far beyond the 
walls of Morehouse. It hasn’t stopped 
you fion achieving academic success, 
Mr Phi Beta Kappa, Summa Cum 
Laude (I’m starting to blush now). 
And it hasn’t stopped the Tigra from 
soaring to new heights this past year, 
winning award after award in a display 
of journalistic excellence.
The fact is, the voice concludes, 
Morehouse has certainly placed sone 
unnecessary hurdles in your journey 
towards graduation, but it has also 
made that journey an unforgettable, 
worthwhile experience, shaping you 
into the man you are today.
*sigh*... I’mdefealedThevoiceis 
right There are tons upon tons of things 
that need to be improved at the college, 
but at the end of it all, the college has 
put me in a position in which I might be 
able to help effect those improvements. 
It’s oily 25 dollars, but it’s a start And 
it’s a pittance compared to what I’m 
going to take from this place. So I take 
my checkbook out, make my donation, 
and get my signature. Only two more 
to go. Now if I can just get this damn 
voice to shut up in the Cashier’s office 
so I don’t pay any more than I have 
to...
It’s been a helluva run guys. I’ll see 
you or May 16.
to them from their fellow dorm and 
classmates, but these new and different 
characters and colas must have had 
some effect or their memory. Or was 
it tire attention of many young ladies 
that these “mystical colors and letters” 
seemed to attract? I digress. At any 
rate, junior year came and if you 
weren’t gore by now, you were in it 
‘Tot the long haul.” Many brothers 
were beginning to grow out of the 
club scene and began have somewhat 
serious relationships. I must say I was 
proud It is an honor to see your peas 
grow up with you and before your very 
eyes. Beer Bashes were the thing and 
ensuing house parties were always the
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Sola's will
Sola 0. Fasusi
n the brink of graduating looking 
back, these past four years of 
my life have been by far the 
most instrumental yet in my
matriculation into manhood. Four long years 
ago Morehouse College issued me a challenge 
to grow enough in mind, heart, body, and spirit 
that I may reach the crown placed above my 
head and ultimately become a Morehouse 
man, and not just a man of Morehouse. Four 
years later I stand resilient, proud of the man 
I have become and eager to not only tackle 
greater tasks at hand, but to reach back and pull 
another up the ladder of success as well. They 
say to whom much is given, much is expected 
I personally feel that Morehouse has given me 
so much over these last four years that I cannot 
and will not fail in any endeavor I choose to 
undertake from now until 1 leave this earth. 
Strong but true words.
This place of learning and growing has 
instilled in me un-augmented resilience, key 
in one’s journey through life as nothing worth 
having in this life is easily attained Selfless 
benevolence, vital in one’s effort to be a bridge 
builder to those who follow behind; as well as 
a tool needed to always maintain the common 
touch, regardless of how omnipotent one 
becomes. Lastly, Morehouse has endowed me 
with incessant pride, that I may one day be a 
candle in the dark for some nameless, faceless 
individual to guide on their road to greatness.
As I place one foot in front of the other and 
begin my walk down the shores of life, a word 
and a poem reverberate through my head that 
embody exactly what Morehouse has given 
me... Courage. “Courage brothers do not 
stumble, though the path be dark as night There 
is a star that guides the humble, trust in God to 
see the light”
I say to whomever’s fingers may rest upon 
this page or whomever’s eyes may touch these 
lines; Morehouse College has undoubtedly 
given me more than any poem I could recite or 
any words that I could possibly muster, and for 




t all started on Wednesday August 23, 
2000 as my father pulled up in front 
of Robert Hall, when I started my 
Morehouse journey. I was in a new
environment with new people from around 
the nation and world. After activities like 
“For Whom the Bell Tolls,” “Spirit Night,”
‘ ‘Operation Olive Branch,’ ’ and the Morehouse/ 
Spelman brother-sister convocation during 
NSO, my career as a student started. I remember 
it like it was yesterday.
Yes, 1 remember those days waking up at 
7:55 am. fa- History 111 at eight, after staying 
up until 400 am playing video games, talking 
to Spelmanites, or having intellectual dialogue 
with my dorm brothers. Yes, I remember those 
days going to Freshman Orientation, hanging 
out on da’ strip, getting phone numbers, just 
chillin’ out in Abby Hall and HH, and riding 
those packed shuttles to parties at Studio 
Central and Esso’s, the lower Manley parties, 
and, yes, Fusion 2000.
As I matriculated through Morehouse,
I began to understand the significance of the 
Morehouse mystique I kept hearing about as 
a freshman. My sophomore and junior years 
were a blast I had the opportunity to serve in 
leadership positions in several organizations, 
the opportunity to meet some of the most 
fantastic people within the Atlanta University 
Center, and the opportunity to make time to 
mentor little brothers among those who had 
newly joined the Morehouse student body, as 
my big brothers took time fa- me.
The class loads increased However, I 
learned a lot and appreciated all of the reading, 
the papers, and the class presentations. 1 enjoyed 
the house parties and many of the Cosmo affairs 
that were quite elaborate and sometimes a bit on 
the edge. As a senior, I look back and I can tnrly 
say that these four years have greatly impacted 
my life. All of the homecomings, coronation 
balls, Candle in the Dark galas, Market 
Fridays, Hump Wednesdays, house parties, 
banquets, internships, meetings, fellowships, 
road trips, Crown Forums, elections, classes, 
study groups, community service activities, 
conferences, and so many other events will all 
be precious memories as I move on to the next 
chapter in my life. Morehouse, this “beacon on 
the hill,” this “apex of academia,” will always 
have an important place in my life.
Soon the brothers after me will be in this 
position, and I hope that they too will keep 
Morehouse as an important part of their lives. 
For you will only be a Man of Morehouse 
temporarily, but you will be a Morehouse Man 
forever. To the Class of 2004: the time has 
arrived!
Last will and testament Final will and testament
Jeffrey D.Tate
I
 never really thought this day would come 
as quickly as it did but as I look toward the 
hills to that auspicious Sunday morning, I 
have to take some time out to reflect on the 
times. So, here it goes: Jeffrey D. Tate, of this 
mind and body, hereby leaves the following:
To the Student Government Association: I 
leave the infinite amount of wisdom that I have 
gained as a result of working with so many of 
those who have graced Archer 112. Remain 
dedicated to truly serving and addressing the 
needs of the student body. Bakari and Aubrey, it 
was a long road to get to where you are now, but 
make the best of it I have confidence that next 
year will far exceed the work of this year and of 
some years past Never let your personality or a 
lack of administrative support distract you firm 
your pursuit
To the Maroon Tiger. I had a great time 
this year, as my first working with the student 
publication at Morehouse. I had no idea 
how much fun you all have and how much 
fulfillment lies in seeing the finished product 
eveiy week. Christian, without your leadership, 
vision, and dedication, the 'liger would have 
been a completely different publication. We 
all remain indebted to you and your staff for 
raising the caliber and far exceeding the work 
of student publications at Morehouse thus far. 
Next year’s staff has a lot to live up to; don’t be 
afraid to dream big and go farther. I leave my 
notebook and hours spent with Dean Nimes 
continuing the fight for student publications at 
Morehouse.
To 1-14: this time has truly been one filled 
with many trials and tribulations. I offer my 
apologies for the mistakes of the past but we 
have to force my efforts and energy on working 
toward the future. Without the help and support 
of many of you, my time at Morehouse would 
not be the same. I leave to each of you my 
undying and unwavering love and support 
Despite popular belief, I have no hate in my 
heart
To the Pre-Alumni Association and the 
MBA: you have helped mold my Morehouse 
career and made me realize the importance 
of giving back to the College. No one can 
overshadow the work that you do as vital 
organizations atMorehouse.Ileavethecountless 
hours and tireless efforts of my predecessors.
To M-18: I leave a spirit of brotherhood 
untainted by the minds and opinions of those 
who have come before you. This is your time. 
You have reminded me of what it means to take 
time and enjoy life. It may not mean as much 
to many of you, but without you all I would not 
have enjoyed these last few months.
To the ‘Hood Wow... what can I say? 
Without each of you I wouldn’t have learned
On her behalf.
Larry LYarrell, II
f I can speak humbly for a minute, I will 
make it quick. I don’t claim to be much 
of a cunning linguist but if you let me tell 
it, I’ll speak it with great conviction. I
have to start by asking: when was the last time 
you had a conversation with her? You see, just 
the other day she congratulated me, and at 8 am 
one good Sunday morning, she’ll reward me. 
True enough, I’ve paid an enormous amount of 
money for our sessions and spent an extended 
amount of time explaining why I am worthy 
to be graced by her wisdom But just the other 
day, she confirmed my ambition arid said to me, 
“Young man, young man.. .you have arrived”
I thought to myself:
Self, now I know that after all the times 
yai explained your case only to be directed 
to another office to explain again why your 
account is delinquent on their account, that that’s 
not all she has to say. Year after year after year 
after year and even after one extra year to grow 
from waiting in lines for those 12-21 credits that 
validate why you’ve borrowed 14-24 karats 
worth of debt She has booted me seven times, 
towed me eight, and those guys have evicted 
me once and arrested me twice. The nerve. She 
has sent me at this merry-go-round five times 
two, explaining that it was the best thing for me, 
and 1 have seen her give the guillotine to some 
of my favorite people to leave me here.
Never alone, but alone. Then got’ try 
and send me through the gauntlet, and when I 
requested to be diagnosed by this ole’ lady they 
said with a straight face that she’ll speak to me 
ally from behind and through these walls and
Voices in my head
Colin A. Hosten
h Christ I think this is going to 
get a little sentimentaL Damn... 
oh well, let’s do this.
Okay, so I’m going around
try ing to get the billion and one signatures we 
need to get to graduate, fuming at the idea that 
half the signatures I need are from people I 
never encountered in my four years here, and 
who have had absolutely nothing to do with 
my matriculation. And I’m getting a little pissed 
because they make such a big deal about getting 
these signatures, yet when we try to find these 
people, they’re never in their offices, because 
of course, as we all know, Morehouse business 
hairs are ten to four with a three hour lunch 
break (I’m still convinced the everyone in the 
Registrar’s office has a second job somewhere 
off campus).
and matured as nearly as much as I did in this 
short span of time in the chapter. The good 
times far outweighed the bad times. Sometimes 
the clouds may have hung low, and I thought 
I couldn’t see the road I constantly had to ask 
myself, why so much pain? But, when I take 
time and think things over, all I can say is thank 
you Remain dedicated to those same principles 
and values that you exemplified during your 
pursuit into Alpha Never let the opinions of 
others effect what should be exemplified within 
the brotherhood I will never remove myself, but 
I will utilize this time to reflect at the mistakes 
and gain control ova- those chains in my life. 
Ironjewel isgonejthetrendiesthopperthatis)... 
It’s been great! I have to live fc«- him, and no one 
else can judge the things I do except him I leave 
you my life... It’s time to move on.
To the UHOPs of Atlanta and DC: I am 
eternally indebted to you for keeping me 
grounded and reminding me to never forget 
about the HOP Every Sunday I wake up 
• knowing that I have the opportunity to grow 
spiritually in the wad of Christ I have to begin 
to sacrifice my life fa- him Apostle Johnson, 
the wads meant more than the world Those 
who love me for who I am will forever be there 
for me. Thank you fa- everything, including the 
care packages. I leave you my all; you are my 
evaything!
To the Staff, Faculty, and Administrators: I 
leave my support and future endeavors. I have 
grown as a result of talking and getting to know 
many of you There are far too many of you to 
name. But without each of you I would have 
probably ended up somewhere else. I love each 
of you.
To the men of Morehouse who have 
remained dedicated to excellence uplifting 
Morehouse: I leave you my time, energy, 
advice, and love. As we all grow to become 
quintessential Men of Morehouse, we continue 
to remain steadfast in our individual pursuits. I 
return to DC, going back to the Pentagon and 
Washington monument, with the knowledge 
that I can call on any of you and would have 
no fear that you would come at the drop of a 
dime. The times have been great I have no 
idea where I would be without you all. I hate 
to say goodbye, but I know that my time has 
come to move on. I have learned that I do have 
a purpose, and time will only tell where this 
odyssey will end
May 16 canna seem to come fast enough, 
but I also know that when that day comes that 
all be over, and I’ll have to move on. I have 
no hate and I have miles to go before I reach 
where I need to be. I have learned, grown, and 
matured as a result of these four years. I would 
not trade any of it for the world Morehouse, I 
love you... See you at Homecoming!
•
that I had to (pen myself to her.
Well what’s so dear- about her if I can’t even 
see her?
She has brought me full circle, leaving me 
no choice but to weather whatever storm these 
skies cherished Yet, and still, I am grateful fa 
her nature and her nurture.
Asked what I would leave to those after me, 
I say that I will leave a charge to do whatever it 
is that you do as if your goal is to do it like the 
living legends that we are. You see, /’ve done it 
And well if I might add
For me, this is my time to digress...
All beginnings must meet some formal 
end and we will persist and persevere to begin 
again. We have portrayed the lives of kings and 
educated peasants as we learned to inherit silver 
and gold.
To sum it all up:
This house has divided my soul and left 
the remainder of a man tried and true. This ole’ 
Irady is the architect of design, making shifts 
and melting molds of unparallel aesthetics.
Either you have it or you don’t Either 
you’ve acquired it or you won’t Either you’ve 
perfected it or, in fear of an erosive success, 
you’ve rejected it
Nevertheless, after ten irreplaceable 
seasons, this is my time to digress...
So ask yourself now, in your time, how you 
want to respond when she says to you, “Young 
man, young man... you have arrived” On my 
8 am. ore Sunday morning, I’ll stand up and 
say as cunning and linguistically as I possibly 
can, “Dear Ole’ Lady... Thank you. For that 
intangible something...”
Anyway, so I get to Henry Goodgame’s 
office so he can get my information so that the 
Alumni Association can stalk me fa the rest of 
my life, and that’s when they drop the bomb. 
Money! They want me, a broke ass college 
student, to give them, the people giving me hell 
to graduate, money!
Just as I’m thinking this is the last straw, 
something inside me, some little voice I didn’t 
even know was there, starts to speak up. Aww 
c’mon, it says. What’s a measly 25 bucks 
compared to all that Morehouse has given you 
over the years? I try to just ignore the voice 
(as per my therapist’s advice), but it’s pretty 
persistent.
Think, it says. Think about the great travel 
opportunities you had here that you wouldn’t
Continued on page 9
David A. Calloway
R
ight now I’m on the comer of 
Westview and Welborn sitting 
in my car writing a last will and 
testament that may a may na be 
published in the paper. I’m sitting here because 
for some odd reason my car wouldn’t start 
back up after I parked to chat momentarily 
with brothers and friends alike in front of King 
Chapel. And with this hardly being an ideal 
place to be stranded, I let it roll in neutral-reverse 
and eased into my current cove to write, listen, 
and wait famy good collegiate friend, the AAA 
road-side assistance representative.
I was supposed to be drinking beers and 
swimming right now, but 1 guess this is a fitting 
indicator that I needed to slow down, reflect, 
and maybe even write a bit There are so many 
cliché ways to begin a last will and testament 
So how’s this?
Damn, I’m really leaving Morehouse. 
I’ve often joked this year that I could stay here, 
na grow an inch, gain or lose a friend, pound, 
source of income, or romantic interest and be 
good for one, maybe even two more years. But 
alas, life and being a student at Morehouse are 
indeed seasons. And this one as all certainly 
will, is indeed coming to an end.
I selfishly wonder for a moment what 
more I could have taken from this place? What 
academic pursuits, downloads, or professors 
could have farther blown my mind? In what 
friendships, relationships and endeavors should 
I have invested further? In what friendships, 
relationships and endeavors should I have 
invested less?
My selfishness subsides na from any 
overwhelming rush of altruism. Rather, it 
comes from the sobering truth that though I can 
and likely will daydream and hypothesize with 
the greatest of ease for the better part of days 
but I know in the end that for better or worse 
I wouldn’t change a thing. So now I guess 
comes the portion of this brief ranting where I 
pass on the self-gratifying muse and give some 
things. It’s only appropriate that after all the joy, 
sorrow, hurt, fun, memories, self-actualization, 
Ts, moments, and lives 1 take with me that I 
leave something for those who will follow.
I guess I’ll start with Archer. I leave you 
men of Morehouse Archer Hall, a place that 
evolved from my introduction to lines in NSO, 
to the place where I played ball 4-5 nights a 
week never knowing that work hadn’t really 
started and that there was life after intramural 
playoffs, and most significantly of all to the 
place where 112 and 115 opened their arms for 
flashes of brilliance where I ga to work with 
positive organizations, hone my leadership and 
literary skills, and most of all to build beautiful 
relationships.
I leave you the 24-hour Dunkin D or 
Abernathy and the Baskin Robbins, Dunkin 
D, and Togo’s on Ponce. The Abernathy 
locale is an eye sore and you probably feel as 
if you shouldn’t eat meat there, but rain, sleet, 
or shine that exact same guy with the hair- 
trigger disposition is ready and willing to fuel 
your all-nighter. As for Ponce, it’s also open 24 
hours, ice-cream (cookie dough) is a year round 
pursuit, and you can even fake-study in there as 
you get to know her and you just a little better.
I reluctantly leave something I wish I’d 
delveddeeperinto,Spelman College’s Women’s 
Studies Department For those men amongst 
you who are ready, beneath excuses to run from 
knowledge and all the wrong we do, is a chance 
to explore the depths to which the oppressive 
systems in our nation and world work and 
the part we play in perpetuating them. And if 
nothing more, therein lies the grand opportunity 
to know that side of our beloved sister school 
that isn’t thrust to the forefront, that you don’t 
exchange luke-warm hugs and words with 
twice a week, and that has absolutely nothing to 
gain fan you professionally a socially.
I leave you Napster, Audiogalaxy, Song- 
Spy, Morpheus, Download.com, Kazaa and 
whatever illegal engines of transport may 
follow. For me these bastions of sight and sound 
brought live, rare, and accessible Radiohead, 
Smashing Pumpkins, Coldplay, Jamiroquai, 
Biggie, Jimi, and the list goes on. Withait 
music as my vessel I wouldn’t have made it 
through so I humbly submit them at your own 
risk cause the block is ha and viruses are happy 
bedfellows.
Though they’re technically here for the 
rest of Atlanta too, I leave Atkins Park, CiCi’s,
Story continued from page 10 
through and the speeches I heard made me the 
better for it, and I am thankful. Nicknames were 
developed; mine became “Twin,” fittingly so, 
a was it just an ignaant excuse na inquire 
the difference had from my brother. We ga 
Spelman sisters. I became the topic of many 
lunch anddinnerconversations. “So, um, Ansel, 
uh, is she cool, 1 mean, she is white, so how does 
that feel?” I was mature enough to accept her 
person and not her pigment (a principle many 
of us have yet to grasp). Sane stayed, some left. 
Mine left, but I quickly attained another. Thanks 
Kristen, you’re the best Twin powers activate!
“850 deep, Morehouse” still rings in 
my ears. Classes came and many brothers 
somehow balanced schoolwork, employment- 
work, and “work.” It still amazes me that 
hundreds of freshman from around the AUC 
would congregate on the Strip until all hours 
of the night and morning from Olive Branch 
to around Thanksgiving, and manage to go to 
an eight o'clock class. 1 mean, it was like 85 
degrees at 12 a.m. and being from New Jersey
Hooter’s, China Caf, Big Daddy’s ‘The Shop” 
and Tijuana Garage. For those who were there, 
the moments were priceless and while the food 
was good, it wouldn’t have been the same 
without you. Of course I encourage you to find 
your own but you ga the point
Some precious gems are meant to be 
horded as one man’s treasure. Others gifts are 
meant to be given. I leave you Dr. Diana Miles. 
A beautiful hidden treasure of the English 
department who effortlessly transformed my 
second major from a place where I can read 
hours of stories just to ga my spirits broken 
in subjectively graded papers and my gpa 
mercilessly cut up to a world where I tap into 
the human condition through lives on pages and 
fuse this understanding with my role in uplifting 
black Americans and humanity.
1 happily leave you The Archives, LRC, 
and the Parking Deck. I leave them with 
happiness because I know they’ll evolve and 
be something different as I return home. These 
campus fixtures now stand as glaring testaments 
to the work and investments students, faculty, 
administrators, and supporters have heaped 
together over time and dedicated to this place. 
These are just the two that have been erected 
and revolutionized in my fleeting era. Now 
there’s no excuse for having a place to work, 
surf, study, write, and yes, sleep. And as fa the 
deck, can’t it just be so much fun? I always feel 
safe with the “Braveheart” in there, in addition 
to the priceless feeling of flying to the 4th level 
and seeing the sky to the sound of “Gocks,” 
being amongst frfends’ cars, and driving by with 
my arm and parking pass out the window on 
the down stroke to embrace the streets again.
For those brave souls and pure innocent 
hearts that could care less who sees, I leave you 
the Spelman gate. This is mainly for those most 
youthful amongst us who will find yourselves 
untainted by the norms and don’ts of this place 
and find yourselves high on the abundance 
of romance to be found and friendships to be 
made under the fading lampposts just within 
the imprints of the fallen leaves. Enjoy the gate, 
treat ha right, and never be ashamed, for they 
will surely be sane of your best moments as 
well as those that will separate you from the 
ones that judge because they can’t say they ever 
felt it.
I leave you men of Morehouse the Dream 
Killers, those who offer bad grades, make you 
wait longer, dodge office hours, shirk e-mails, 
and tell you “no” in administrative offices just 
because they can. I leave you those peers and 
classmates who will attempt to break you down 
for being vanguard, original, or simply different 
I leave you all of those here in this place built on 
dreams that would dare to stand between you 
and yours. I leave them to you because there 
is no room for them where I’m going. I hope 
you’ll leave them here as well.
1 leave you Mr. William J. Mayo for the 
simplest reason of all. Because he is you. He is 
the quiet scholarship student in ROTC, or in the 
psych department that parties but doesn’t drink 
too much, dates but isn’t out is cool but doesn’t 
run with a group, leads himself before others 
and most of all studies hard without recognition 
all because he wants to be the best him he can 
be. I leave you William Mayo because we 
can’t count on our school to do what’s right I 
leave you air brother, William Jonathan Mayo 
because he’s still wrongfully imprisoned and he 
needs you now more than eva.
I leave you my broken heart because eitha 
way it was worth it I leave it to you because 
I know you’re better off doing what you feel 
than what everything and everyone around 
you seems to tell you you should I leave you 
my broken heart because it happens to us all 
and we do it in kind na necessarily on purpose 
but because we’re all growing. I leave it to you 
most of all because no matter what the final 
score, the final prevailing sentiment a wad, it 
was all worth it
Finally, I leave you that thing, aside from 
God’s grace and mercy, which has and will 
continue to be most important of all to me and 
to this place. I leave you my hope. For these 
unassuming four letter's are those that kept me 
going. 1 leave it because it’s all you really need. 
That is, the knowledge, a even the vaguest 
belief drat all the things you’re doing that fail to 
inspire you a even to make sense will add up to 
something beautiful, a you better than he who 
entered this place, and more fit to serve God 
your people, community, nation, and the worid.
I took the liberty to enjoy this peculiar southern 
weatha, among other things I enjoyed while 
on the Strip (la the Church say Amen). I guess 
this is how the Spelman and Morehouse classes 
of 2004 became one big family. After that 
first semester everyone knew everyone, and 
everyone knew the “twins from Jerz (some of 
y’all still can’t tell us apart even though I have 
more facial hair and an extra twenty pounds, 
while he is an inch talla).” Many-a-brethren 
ma that special young lady friend on the Strip, 
I was not one of them, well, at least na until the 
beginning ofjuniayear(say Amen somebody). 
I must admit, Playstatiar did help strengthen the 
ties that bind. Well the semester came to a close 
and we weren ’t ‘ ‘850 deep’ ’ anymore. Many of 
my brothers have found themselves nestled at 
other institutions. And life goes on. Sophomore 
year came and more brothers were gone. It was 
actually true, “Morehouse Is na faeverybody.” 
Now that I had a car, I somehow I ga my foa in 
the doa of the house of the “in-crowd” House 
parties were plenteous, as was the question
Continued on page 9
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Last will and testament
Lloyd H. Johnson, II
M
y four-year tenure on this ted 
clay hill has been nothing 
less than amazing, and in 
many respects, memorable. 
I stepped on this campus with little in the way 
of expectations, since I was convinced that 1 
would be transferring my next year, not having 
gate to my first or second choice institutions. 
Coming here, I thought, was purely a result of 
the misplaced concerns of parents and urging 
of several alumni close to the family; a visit 
that 1 made here the semester before during the 
school’s winter break did nothing to impress 
me, either. So there 1 was with a frill semester 
almost under my belt, stewing in my room on 
the second floor of LLC, cursing the day I did 
not send Amherst that enrollment letter.
I’m not altogether sure what happened, 
but it was between this apparent low point and 
the end of my sophomore year that I realized 
what Morehouse could mean and will mean 
to me in the future. Something tells me that it 
was a woman. For it was around that time that 
I managed to meet the most beautiful young 
lady in the world at someone’s birthday party 
somewhere in Buckhead (was it ESPN Zone?), 
and automatically I was at a loss - many 
brothers I know, even the Bishop Don Magic 
Juans in our midst have had such a revelation 
- for words, let alone action. I was immediately 
intrigued.
A few years have since passed, and I’ve 
been able to gamer quite a lot firm the college 
experience, including some friends that I 
will value for the test of my life, and lessons 
in perseverance and the wavering logic of 
humanity that will stay with me for just as long. 
I can’t help thinking, however, that in spite of the 
random awkward meetings in other cities and 
arbitrary 30 second conversations that ensued, 
or the few action movies watched and hopeless 
stabs at substantive conversation on the strip, I 
learned something. I learned that I should make 
the best out of my situations, and feel blessed to 
be able to do so.
I’m not walking the stage to get my 
handshake and empty diploma case with much 
in the way of decoration, nor am I leaving here 
with the most concrete of ideas of what awaits 
me back hone in Austin. I do have, however, 
a much mote refined vision of what I want 
out of life, and have the wherewithal to get 
myself there. Though it may not be one of the 
most orthodox of methods, it took a girl to let 
Morehouse ‘ ‘go through me.’ ’
Last will and testament
Everton Earl Morris
“Is it the beginning of the end, or the end of 
the beginning?”
erving as Giairman of the SGA 
Elections Committee has been an 
adventure without equal. As the 
manager of a three-ring circus-
tumed-zoo-tumed-fieakshow, 1 loved every 
minute of the challenge.
Above all else, I learned fan the adventure 
that strong leadership always prevails at the end 
of the day. In the darkest days of SGA, when 
the foes of progress tried to oppress the student 
will under the cover of darkness, I stepped to 
the plate without flinching. 1 lit tire candles of 
strength and tnrth on the coup attempt, and the 
enemies found themselves on the wrong side of 
history, running into the shadows of defeat and 
cowardice for safety.
Do not think for one minute, though, that I 
did all of this by myself. The elections could not 
have gotten off the ground and reached the stars 
without the efforts of Mark Rainey, Christopher 
Petersen, Timothy Cunningham, and Jerry 
Robinson. They are all leaders in their own 
right, and their support was crucial to ensuring 
that the voice of the student body was loud and 
clear.
With all of the financial blessings that 
Morehouse has received lately, it is easy to 
think that a student cannot contribute something 
meaningful to the campus. However, I did 
my best to leave the Men of Morehouse with 
a gift money cannot buy: dynamic, tireless 
and visionary student leadership. To borrow a 
phrase fiori Dubyà, I dare say:
Mission accomplished!
The ending of a story...
Geoff Hill
1
 never learned anything from Morehouse.
Morehouse didn’t change me or mold 
me or any of that other stuff you see in the 
college brochure. Have I changed while 
at Morehouse? Absolutely. For the better?’ I’d 
like to think so. But Morehouse didn’t do it; it 
never could have. Morehouse is a collection of 
buildings and legal documents. Nothing more, 
nothing less. There is no spirit seeping out of the 
ground that will train and develop the leaders 
of the future. Morehouse is nothing... without 
its people. The people are what make an 
experience special. Not just students, but faculty 
and staff. Yes, even the staff people who get on 
our nerves are part of a greater experience. Will 
I miss Morehouse? Not likely. Will I miss the 
people who have shaped my life these past four 
years? Absolutely. I’ll miss the professors who 
inspired me to think bigger, the Accounting 
clique (the smartest guys in the department), the 
numerous other students that I’ve bonded with, 
all thè laughs, the good days, the bad days, the 
really bad days, and even a certain member of 
the staff who was never around, but made up 
for it by being really bad at her job. I won’t miss 
Morehouse, but I’ll damn sure miss all of you. 
Take care, and good luck.
How Joe sees it
Joseph Selvin Carlos, III
, Joseph Carlos, being of sound mind 
and fatigued body.. .bequeath the 
following...
To My Professors -1 leave you with
my presence in your class. I leave you with 
the knowledge that I did learn from you, that 
you did teach me about the course at hand, but 
more importantly about life. I appreciate every 
moment we spent together, and I am forever 
grateful for your precious time and God given 
gift to educate.
To My Administrators -1 leave you with 
the conviction that all that I did in my time was 
done in the name of love for this institution. I 
didn’t do anything for my name recognition or 
to hear the praises of others; rather, I worked to 
serve my fellow brothets at Morehouse. All of 
you taught me valuable lessons about life, about 
business, about professionalism, about integrity, 
about loyalty, about truth, about character, and 
about keeping one’s worcL Thank you for the 
life lessons, they will always be cherished.
To My Resident Directors -1 leave you. 
That’s all you have ever wanted me to do, 
and quite frankly I am past ready. I thank you 
for your candor, your laughter, your advice, 
your help, your aid, your suggestions, your 
kindness, your charity, and your genuine spirit 
and actions.
To People I Must Mention By Name: Mr. 
Bobby Westbrook & Blue, Rev. Willie Rogers, 
Mr. Ras Moore, Bro. Mike Southern, Ms. 
Jeanette Mapp-Stewart, Ms. Vemell Morton, 
Lt Davetta Davidson, Paula from Initial, Maj. 
Willie Bouida, Matt from the Post Office, 
Chief Vernon Worthy, Dean Sterling Hudson, 
Mr. Benjamin McLaurin, Mr. Irvin Seabrook, 
Mr. Jerome Hardy, Dean Brian Phifer, Mr. 
Kenyatta Shambuiger, Mr. Alex Branch, Ms. 
Ellice Hawkins, Mr. Andre Pattillo, Mr. Johnny 
Nimes, Mr. Charles Fischer, Mr. Donnell firm 
the Post Office, Ms. Georgia Rolax, Ms. Bettye 
Turner, Rev. Jimmy Wynn, Ms. Pat Bowers, 
Ms. Genese Brooks, Ms. Jacci Davis, Mrs. Ora 
Drayton, Ms. Zandra Robertson, Dean Calvin 
Coleman, Rev. John Brown...Thank you for 
all of the things that you have imparted on me. 
I love you. I appreciate you. Morehouse is a 
better place because of you.
To President Walter Massey: Thank you 
for being a friend, mentor and supporter. I will 
miss you very much. Please keep making our 
alma mater better than you found it
To Dean Sterling Hudson: Wads can’t 
express, but my actions will. I am eternally 
grateful.
To Dr. Tobe Johnson: Thank you, thank 
you, thank you, thank you, thank you, thank 
you, thank you, thank you, thank you, thank 
you.
To Dr. George Kieh: Thank you for being 
the ultimate leader, supporter, educator and 
friend
To My Mentees - You all know who 
you are. You all are on my phone’s permanent 
memory from the incessant calls back and 
forth. I leave you with my spirit of love fa this 
institution. I leave you with the hope that you 
all will work together to make your dreams 
become a reality, not only within these gales, 
but beyond I leave you all with a great sense 
of calm, because I have the utmost faith in all of 
you and your talents. I love each and every one 
of you guys. Thank you for everything.
AFraterPotissimum-Words can’texpress. 
My pride in you knows no bounds.
To My SGA Cats: CJ, Dill & John J„ JC, 
Shaun King, DI., Chris Jones, Will Sellers, 
Antoy, Caishe, B. Font, Elders, John J., Kasi, 
Lekan, Killa Cal, Cali Cal, Sid Robbins, Larry, 
Troy, Sam, John Thomas, Jared Boyd, Wu 
Crooms, Benny Walk, Jordan Brunson, Jeflrey 
D. Tate, Josh, Constant, Jamille, Van, J Sett, 
Scott, Keiron Gomez, Farai, Femi. Charies, 
Jimmy, Ian Labitue, Giealon Miller, Tommy 
D, BJ, Shannon, Ephriam, Anthony Davis, 
Karon Wallace - Thanks fcr the sweet, smooth 
memories. “SGA 1, Regular students..!)” - 
Skeet 2001-02
To My Roommates - Smitty, Sola and 
Spence (Ray, JC, Eaglin, Chris Lee, Baby T, 
Trammel, Lee Woodfin): I leave you with the 
fond memories of every time the 145 wot. 
And pally, that’s quite a bit No house was liver. 
No house boasted more visitors of the fairer 
persuasion. No one, and I mean no one threw it
Senior reflection
Vincent Jones, Jr.
s I march out of the gates of 
Morehouse, I find myself 
reflecting upon a four-year 
journey that has taken me fan
late adolescence into early manhood; I become 
caught-up and captivated by memories I 
appreciate and cherish fan my undergraduate 
experience.
One can never foget the seemingly 
interminable philosophical debates in the dams 
that lasted until the early morning.
How can one forget personifying the 
Gandhi-like practice of patience in Gloster 
Hall?
How can one forget the anxiety that 
embodies itself in the pit of your stomach and in 
the midst of your throat during a final exam?
I n the midst of all of the memories I realize 
that there is a value that is worth more than all the 
others. I will cherish the aspect of this institution
down like we did I will never foget these past 
two years, nor any of you
To Psi Chapter -1 leave you with eternal 
thanks for unselfishly letting me into your lives 
for the past two years. We have had sane wild 
and crazy times, but above all, you taught me 
about brotherhood friendship, uplift, loyalty, 
integrity and truly having a good time.
To My Maroon Tiger Cats: Jonathan, Tash, 
Sterling, Rai, Saeed, Mikhia, Raj, Howard, 
Spence, Corey, Cash, Geoff, Ashton, George, 
Christian, Johnny, Young Scoop, Hudspeth, 
Chariene D. Cole, Tim, Young Nicks, Shaun, 
Kasi, Calvin and Hamadi, thank you fa those 
wonderful, blissful memories of success, 
friendship and excellence in our field And to 
the new Maroon Tiger cats...keep beating 
the Spotlight, the Panther, the Technique, the 
Emory Wheel, tire Hilltop, the Famuan and the 
Crimson evesy chance you get!
To 4th Floa Mays: Marc, Keith, Kahil, 
Kerry, Kobie, Simeon, Drew, Alvondo, 
Malcolm, Puerto Rican Rob, Robert, Claude, 
Jarvone, Hassan, Jasuan,Rhom, Jason,Torrence, 
Chad, Dwight, Dave, Lemar, Dedeaux, Big 
Gauge, Washington...40 guys moved in. 16 
graduated Pac died Biggie died We had no 
visitation. We had ATLiens, Reasonable Doubt, 
Makavelli, life After Death, Baduizm and 
Love Jones. We had Alvondo Green. We had 
each other. I thank you all fa the love and the 
lessons. 4th Floafalife.
To the Original Rat Pack (98-99)- Wayne 
Herman Davis, Randall Wade Jackson, Esq., 
Antoy Jalon Bell, David Christopher Smith, 
Johnny Lee Moore, Esq., Faraji Lateef Whalen, 
Berlin Onomonu, Esq., Jason Boulware, Seth 
Watson Pickens and young JC Love, Esq.: We 
ring-a-dinged up and down Peachtree Street in 
the beautiful nights that were the fall of 1998. 
Those are memories you never foget pally, and 
friendships I’ll cherish forever.
To My Best Friends: Antoy Jalon Bell 
‘00, Jordan Carios, John Cox ‘04, Dorian 
Daggs, Kasi David ‘01, Caishe Falls ‘00, 
Josh Harris, Spence Humphrey ‘03, JC Love 
‘01, Seth Pickens ‘00, Faraji Whalen ‘01, 
Randall Woodfin ‘03 -1 thank you fa your 
understanding and your tough love. I thank you 
fa your kind wads and swift kicks. I leave you 
with endless joy, love and happiness in your 
life. I leave you with the knowledge that I will 
never leave your side when you need me, and 
I’ll always be there when you don’t
To Joi - Thank you fa everything. I love 
you. “Still water runs deep...” - Four Tops
To My Family - I thank you fa life, 
love, family, togetherness, faith, kindness, 
understanding, joy, bliss, tears, smiles, laughter, 
happiness, and the belief in the notion that one 
day this day would cone. I love you all very 
much and couldn’t have done it without you.
To Morehouse -1 leave my unwavering 
commitment to aid in the preservation of your 
excellence. Morehouse, I love you today and 
forevermore.
I would also like to add that when posed 
with the question of what was my greatest 
regret at Morehouse, I drew a blank. Unlike my 
favorite singer Rands Albert, I have no regrets. 
I lived every day while I was here to the fullest 
I enjoyed every minute, good and bad, of my 
time as a student I was fortunate enough to 
meet heads of state, titans of industry, politicians, 
educators, entertainers, scientists, creators, and 
sone of the most remarkable people the wold 
has ever known, who could regret that? There 
are many stories about me, sone true, mostly 
false. But if I may, let me leave you with two 
things. I have realized that in life you can’t move 
at until it’s time fa you to. I have also realized 
that fa all the stories, talk, and everything 
else, I always held my head up, walked with 
circumspection, maintained cordiality, courtesy 
and kindness, helped worthy and a distressed 
brothers when needed; you could always see 
me at a Morehouse game, courtside a on 
the field, and I was the same guy on Monday 
between class as Saturday at the club. Fa the 
underclassmen, remember the wads of my 
friend, the late great Dean Thomas Blocker, 
“When Morehouse men are getting together, 
why wouldn’t you want to be there?’




that epitomizes the essence of excellence. I will 
remember the facets ofthis place that exemplify 
the moral meaning ofleadership and a dedicated 
heart of servitude. I will forever appreciate the 
voice that faces a familiar ear to answer the call 
of integrity and spiritual awareness.
I have traveled along the same path 
as Thurman, Moss, Gloster and King. A 
Morehouse Man should always embrace the 
Morehouse Mystique.
I realize that the crown that has been placed 
above me is calling me towards my own 
destiny, while at the same time being careful not 
to mimic those who have blazed trails in the past 
but to be confident in charting my own course.
As I prepare fa graduation and stand 
at these open gates I glance into the sea of 
potential possibilities and I pray that the spirit of 
Morehouse College will reside in all tilings that 
we do.
The departing thoughts of
John J.
John Julian Cox
t has been an amazing ride, ore with few 
regrets and many cherished memories. 
So, what is it that I can leave that might 
help those who remain to tap into the
rich Morehouse experience that I have cone 
to know?
To all my former teachers and professors 
who have cared about my academic progress 
and given of themselves to try to challenge me 
in the classroom, I leave my persistent attitude 
to help you keep on keeping on.
To the college administrators and staff 
who have continually gone above and 
beyond the call of duty to help me in any way 
through all the hardships of registration and 
the everyday issues that come up from time to 
time. To all of you, I leave my deepest, most 
sincere gratitude. To the wonderful women of 
Gloster Hall, sone of the sweetest people on 
earth, I leave all the hugs kisses and flowers 
that I can afford
To my two favorite guys who hold this 
old college together, Blue and Bobby, I was 
just blessed to have met you. You are two of 
the most genuine guys and have always been 
able to make my day with your jokes and your 
good nature. I leave you my confidence in your 
ability to continue to take care of this college.
To the Student Government Association, 
where I have given so much time and energy, I 
leave a genuine concern fa students that must 
supercede all personal ambition a hidden 
agendas.
To the Pre-Alumni Association, I leave 
a spirit of dedication and a reminder of the 
tireless efforts of such great fomer presidents 
as Nile Somerville. To Rainey, I leave my key 
to ITC. To Mr. Charles Fischer, I leave a copy 
of the Primitive Baptist Discipline and lots of 
good memories.
To the Health Caress Society, I leave 
tiie spirit of that giant man Dean Thomas J. 
Blocker. Remember that whenever Blocker 
did it, he did it with a grand style.
To the Sens of the Prophets, I leave my 
passion fa arguing the text and my exegetical 
expertise. I also leave sone of my favorite 
C.L. tapes.
To CYF, I leave a commitment to serving 
this campus with the gospel of peace. I also 
leave a mental picture of Calvary as a reminder 
of the ultimate sacrifice.
To my two mentees on the 4th floa of 
Graves Hall, I leave the keys to the female 
dams at Clark and a list of teachers not to take. 
I also leave a charge to leave this place better 
than you found it
ToM 18,1 leave my love. You guys mean 
the world to me. Just make sure you kick it 
with all the sweet genuine sonority girls in the 
area, but please don’t foget about the giris 
who are trying to get down a Who don’t care
Singing my songs
every wonderful thing that has happened hoe?MarcMuneal
’m a cany person. I’ve tried denying that 
fart famanyayear,but of late I’ve come 
to accept it I have numerous quirks and 
foibles, sone of which have made the
past four years easier and sane of which have 
made life hellish. Some do both.
My confidence-boosting ritual, fa 
example. I begin by locking myself in my roan 
and singing Stroke 9’s extremely aggressive 
song “Little Black Backpack,” which makes 
me ready to face challenges and obstacles. And 
then I sing the themesong from the television 
show Laverne and Shirley: “We’re gonna do it 
our way...” It makes me feel better, but I’ll be 
laughed off the face of the planet when that fact 
becomes widely known.
Morehouse has not been easy. I hummed 
those two songs to myself many times over the 
past four years. I hummed them on the August 
morning in 2000 when I boarded a plane back 
in Trinidad and set off to Atlanta A new country, 
a new home, a new school, a new experience. 
Morehouse College, the <insert here all those 
lofty, wonderful tidbits that grace the pages of 
school magazines and websites>.
Then there were the times when classes
became difficult—I’m thinking specifically 
about my Religion class back in sophonore 
year, in which my grades were seriously in 
danger of dropping a couple levels. I had to sing 
those songs then, to give me enough energy and 
drive to pull the all-nighter necessary to do well 
on a crucial exam There was the morning of 
my GREs, when I sang those songs over and 
over in my head And many, many more times.
Why talk about obscure, ridiculous songs 
when I should be reminiscing about my time 
at Morehouse, when I should be recounting
My daze atop a red clay hill
Ansel Nobles Parker
our years, gone, and yet so near. If 
it had not been fa the Lad on my 
side...
Allow me to reminisce.
Interestingly enough I can remember the hot 
summer days of old moving into LLC (oh, 
the memories; those who know, know of what 
I speak) roan 112 with 849 other brothers 
moving into their respective dormitories.
to be Greek Just kick it with all of them I also 
leave my dedication to thinking and not being 
trapped in tradition. Stay pure and don’t let the 
game change you, you change the game. I also 
hope that you will always be able to remember 
the days before you became an Alpha so you 
will continue to appreciate it
To 115, what can I say? We did it big and 
we loved every minute of it I’m gonna miss you 
my boy. To you, I leave substance abuse hotline 
numbers. I leave my high tolerance fa hate, and 
sustained disregard fa what people think about 
you. I also leave my high expectations fa all 
the things you give yourself to. I leave a lifetime 
supply of benedryl. finally I leave sleeping pills 
so you can finally get sane rest We’ll always 
have Spring Break ’04!
To the ‘Hood, I leave my hope fa Righter 
tomorrows. I leave my ability to reason and 
think with patience. I also leave my respect fa 
people and my ability to allow people roan 
to be different I leave my humble spirit that 
it may always overrule arrogance. I leave my 
compassion that will allow you to put yourself 
in your brother’s shoes. I leave my ability to 
dream big and move at so that petty things 
will not hold you back, fa life is much bigger 
than Morehouse, and Alpha Rho, and, yes, 
even Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc. This is 
just the beginning; please don’t get caught up at 
the start I leave my genuineness and my ability 
to be who I am Finally, I leave my bible as a 
reminder that no man is perfect and that God 
alone is our judge.
To the special gentlemen who are stewards 
of our beloved institution, I leave my heart and 
my care fa Morehouse College. I leave my 
love fa each of you. I hope each of you will 
experience a rebirth of the spirit that will propel 
you through the many winters of our discontent 
When the time cones fa a resurgence, I hope 
you will reach fa the stars; this is why I leave 
my lofty goals to each of you. As you are all 
regal men who walk with kings, I know you 
will never forget the ties that bind I leave my 
dedication, fa we must be honest and note that 
the College has many miles to go (fa she is 
not perfect). You great green giants who have 
yet to ripen to your full potential, I see your 
love supreme which keeps you as stable as 
a pentagon. No matter what don’t foget the 
quintessential love we all share fa the College. 
Continue to trek on through this odyssey in spite 
of what may cane. I simply say do good as an 
example to dispel eviL
Finally, to all who remain, I leave the picture 
of Morehouse that Dr Mays helped paint A 
Morehouse where men are moi, respectable 
and well-mannered men, and a place where the 
College cares about the students she produces. 
We must all wok to keep this vision alive. May 
tire grace of the Great I Am be with you all 
through it all until we meet again.
I dearly want to say, in this space, thank you to 
the wonderful English department that has been 
my hone fa the past four years, to my mentor 
and guide Dr. Linda Zatlin, to the teachers who 
have shaped my mind and life—Drs. Rahming, 
Miles, Rayboum, Stephens, Jackson, Wiebe, 
Roberts, Richardson, Blumenthal, Dinges, and 
all the others whan space faces me to regulate 
to “et al”—and certainly my friends Colin 
and Geoff. So why, instead of writing about 
Morehouse and writing about the people who 
mean the most to me, am I writing about two 
silly songs?
The answer to that question is perhaps the 
thing I love most about Morehouse and the 
memory of it I will cherish most The specific 
instances of waiting in the registrar’s office fa 
long periods of time a encountering mystery 
meat taking a leisurely bath in dust-colored 
gravy on my dinnerplate... There were indeed 
the unpleasant sides to attending school here. 
But perhaps the greatest compliment I a 
anyone can pay to this institution is that each 
student here has a voice. I can say what I think 
what I feel, what I know. Perhaps there are times 
when members of the staff a administration a
even fellow students try to silence our voices, 
but this college was founded on the principle 
that every person has a right to express himself, 
and only with this foundation intart will the 
school continue to survive and progress.
I write this senia reflection about two 
dumb songs because, here at Morehouse, I can. 
Here’s to hoping that I and every member of the 
class of2004 and all Morehouse Men to follow 
continue writing about our songs in the future, 
wherever we go.
Mothers, brothers, fathers, aunties, cousins, all , 
helping to move in their special gentleman that 
had accepted the call (and paid the entrance fee 
of tuition, roan, board, and fees fa the first 
semester). It was also interesting to see that not 
all 849 gentlemen made it through the first week 
wecallNSO. Oddly enough, the NSO process 
now isn’t what I went through. But what I went
Continued on page 10
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a success in its own right as it explored 
the issues faced by African American 
College students pursuing the endeavor 
of education.
Cosby went cm to win numerous 
awards throughout his career, including 
an Emmy for 1 Spy, for an “Outstanding 
Continued Perfonnance by an Actor in a 
Leading Role in a Dramatic Series,” the 
Golden Globe, for “the Best Actor in a 
TV Series,” as well as a People’s Choice 
Award for ‘ ‘Favorite All-Time Television 
Star.” Cosby also earned a star on The 
Walk of Fame, which can be found at 
6930 Hollywood Boulevard.
Dr. Cosby has served cm the 
Morehouse Board of Trustees since 
1988 and has hosted several benefit 
performances for Morehouse College. 
Most recently Cosby announced that he 
will be hosting “Morehouse Men cm the 
Move: ATribute to Ray Charles.” Cosby 
has proven to be a staunch supporter 
of education in the Black community, 
donating a great deal of time and money 
to improve the educational situation of 
aspiring black students. Year after year 
Bill Cosby and his wife Camille have 
donated their time and money for cancer 
research, athletics, and urban renewal.
Bill and Camille are the proud parents 
of their five children; Evin Harrah, Ensa 
Camille, Erinn Charlene, Erika Ranee, 
and Ennis William. Two of Cosby’s 
daughters attended Spelman College and 
his only son, Ennis, was a 1992 graduate 
of Morehouse College. Accordingly, 
Cosby’s philanthropic efforts also 
include donating over 20 million dollars 
to Spelman College in support of an Arts 
Center, which is named the Dr Camille 
Olivia Hanks Cosby Academic Center.
With such an illustrious and 
impacting career, Bill Cosby has proven 
to be one of the most powerful forces, 
not only in television broadcasting, but in 
the entire entertainment industry. Cosby 
will take stage at the Commencement 
Ceremony at 8:00 am. Sunday, May 16.
Maximillian McClain can be 
reached at (404)614-6041.
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H. Cosby Jr., one 
of the worlds’ most 
respected and well- 
known entertainers will deliver the 
Commencement Address for fire 120 
Morehouse College Commencement 
Ceremony.
William H. Cosby Jr. was bom on
July 12, 1937. A native of Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania, Cosby dropped out of 
high school to join the Navy where he 
earned his diploma via a correspondence 
course, enabling him to earn a football 
scholarship to Temple University. While 
working an evening job during school, 
Cosby discovered his ability to entertain 
and as a result decided to pursue the 
career demanded by his talents.
During his twenties, Cosby appeared 
on the well-known variety program, the 
Ed Sullivan Show. As he continued his 
career, Cosby would experience Emmy 
success with his 1965 appearance as 
“Alexander Scotf’ in I Spy. Thereafter, 
Cosby went on to create the Hanna- 
Barbera based cartoon, which would 
become famously known as Fat 
Albert and The Cosby Kids. Despite 
his achieving career, Cosby continued 
his education by earning a doctorate 
in Education from the University of 
Massachusetts in 1976.
Bill Cosby is most well known for 
his 1984 creation of The Cosby Sims’. 
Aired on NBC, The Cosby Show would 
appear for eight straight seasons and is 
credited for virtually single-handedly 
rescuing the sitcom format of television 
programming from failure. The Cosby 
show logged an estimated 70 million 
viewers and will forever be remembered 
as a quintessential part of television 
history.
After the success of the Cosby show, 
Cosby, dissatisfied with the way in which 
minorities woe represented on television 
decided to create a television show that 
depicted young people in the setting of 
a prominent African-American College. 
A Different World, aired in 1987 directly 
after the Cosby show and would become
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